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ABSTRACT 

Water is undoubtedly a key life element. Its importance is very clear from 

a religious perspective: 

“We made from water every living thing. Will they not then believe?” 

Surah Al-Anbiya verse 30 

Also as highlighted in the United Nations resolution 64/292 which 

recognizes water as a basic necessity for human survival. As the world water demand 

grows, so does the need to use renewable water sources most available in the form of saline 

ocean water. Desalination of this water for potable use relies mainly on thermal and 

membrane-based technologies, mainly multi-stage flash (MSF), multi-effect distillation 

(MED), and seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO). However, these mature technologies are 

recognized for their high energy and chemicals use. To cope with these challenges, 

development of novel desalination processes is required to assure more sustainable water 

supply for the future. Membrane distillation (MD) has emerged as a process which 

combines advantages of both membrane and thermal technologies. It has a potential of 

being cost effective by utilizing renewable or waste heat energies as a driving force. Air 

gap membrane distillation (AGMD) is one of the four main MD configurations. AGMD’s 

main feature is the presence of an air gap which is enclosed between the membrane behind 

which flows the hot feed and condensation surface behind which flows a coolant. While 

improving the heat transfer across the membrane, the air gap negatively affects mass 

transfer resistance thereby reducing vapor flux and increasing process footprint. 
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This dissertation investigates the effect of condensation plate surface 

modifications on AGMD process efficiency. The modifications are made by utilizing three 

different approaches including alterations of the surface shape and surface coating (to 

modify its contact angle) and by varying module inclination angle. A numerical simulation 

is carried out to determine the key factors which facilitate AGMD vapor flux increase. The 

second part of this thesis focuses on developing a promising novel approach utilizing 

Peltier’s process as a heat source to operate the MD process with less energy requirement. 

The morphological modifications of a plate surface positively affected 

vapor flux because of the air gap reduction. The highest vapor fluxes were observed when 

condensation plate had hydrophilic coatings. Based on the observed results, a thin film-

wise condensation was suggested as a primary condensation mechanism. The formed film 

reduced the air gap thickness and this effect was more prominent at 45 when condensation 

plate was positioned over the membrane surface. A 2-dimensional mathematical model 

was developed and the model results agreed with the experimental data. Finally, the 

thermocouple-based MD concept was introduced and experimentally validated. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 

Water is undoubtedly one of the key elements of life, if not the fundamental 

block of all form of life. From the earliest of civilizations to this date, water has always 

been a major pillar in society, it has been observed, studied, and experimented with. One 

of the earliest noted purification methods was that of the Sanskrit civilization through the 

immersion of a hot metal rod in a pot of water.  

“Impure water should be purified by being boiled over a 

fire, or being heated in the sun, or by dipping a heated iron into it, or it 

may be purified by filtration through sand and coarse gravel and then 

allowed to cool”[30, 31] 

Water filtration was used in Ancient Greece, while Ancient Egyptians 

excelled in using the first recorded chemical treatment – coagulation - of water by adding 

Alum to remove suspended particles. The importance of water is further evident in its 

references in Islam, Christianity, Judaism, and also in ancient religious texts as an origin 

of creation and/or divine rule. Supreme beings mention in ancient lore in parts of India, 

Russia, and other places, dive to the bottoms of oceans to bring seeds of earth. Books were 

written to further explain and give philosophical and empirical evidence to the importance 

of water, one of which is called “Life’s Matrix: A Biography of Water” by Dr. Phillip Ball, 

consultant editor of Nature journal. In an interview with NASA’s Astrobiology Magazine 

entitled “Water: the molecule of life” he summarized the importance of water as follows 

[32]: 
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1. Life most probably needs a solvent. 

2. That solvent needs to perform an active, diverse, and flexible role. 

3. Water is so far the only common liquid we know that is capable of this.  

That being said, water is established to be a necessity of life. Thus, it is in 

demand wherever there is need, and this need must be supplied to support life. We may 

refer to the United Nations, an international organization formed post World War 2 to 

maintain peace, develop relations, achieve international cooperation, and to be the main 

factor in afore mentioned principles. The UN in 2002 recognized water as a basic human 

right and commented that: 

“The human right to water is indispensable for leading 

a life in human dignity. It is a prerequisite for the realization of other 

human rights" [33] 

Defining the right to water as the right of everyone to sufficient, safe, 

acceptable and physically accessible and affordable water for personal and domestic uses. 

The general assembly later recognized water as a basic human right through resolution 

64/292 [33]. 
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However, the issue at hand is that renewable fresh water sources form 2.5% 

of all the water on Earth, which is estimated at about 1386 M Km3 of water, as seen in the 

representation above in Figure 1.1. Surface water represents 1.2%, of which 21.4% is 

readily available in lakes and rivers. That makes 0.0000642% of all Earth’s water sources. 

On the other hand, saline water makes up to 97.5% of all Earth’s water, a staggering ration 

of 15,000/1 [9]. Fresh water sources do not cope up with the population demand, as the 

world population grow and the fresh water sources remain unchanged. Therefore, water 

from other sources must compliment this deficit. Distribution of freshwater further 

complexes its scarcity. Some countries are blessed with running rivers and lakes thus  

Figure 1.1 Distribution of water on Earth as illustrated by Shiklomanv [9]. 
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below fresh water stress and do not have any need of increased fresh water supply as may 

be seen in Figure 1.3. On the other hand, countries that are arid and have low yearly 

precipitation have a higher need and demand of increased freshwater supply. From this 

basic need of water and due to the importance of water in our lives humans started to purify 

water and make it drinkable. It is only natural that we humans look at the biggest source of 
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Figure 1.2 World poluation in billions as reported from the World Data BAnk (2019) with 

mathematical linear treandline prediction. 
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water available and start to think of ways to alter its nature one way or another to make it 

drinkable. As we humans progress in our never-ending strive for knowledge, we 

continually improve present and formerly available tools around us. It is part of our 

anthropological nature to try and make actions easier and simpler. Some would deem it 

laziness, but many called it progression and advancement in technology. The example of 

automobile and escalator comes to mind when thinking of such statements, when Nicolas-

Joseph Cugnot invented the first automobile in 1769 in France; he created a tool for self-

propelled transportation. Likewise is the case in America when Nathan Ames patented the 

first escalator in 1895. The same argument can be extended to almost all technologies 

including but not limited to those used in water treatment. 

“Surely this is a great part of our dignity as men that we 

can know, and that through us matter can know itself; that at the 

beginning were protons and electrons, out of the womb of time and the 

vastness of space, we can begin to understand that organized as in us, 

the hydrogen, the carbon, the nitrogen, the oxygen, the hydrogen,  the 

sixteen to twenty-one elements, the water, the sunlight—all, having 

become us, can begin to understand what they are, and how they came 

to be.”–George Wald 1967 Nobel laureate in medicine [34] 

Figure 1.3 Freshwater stress as reported by the UN environment program [1]. 
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 One of the first water treatment tools found was in a Sanskrit scripture 

dated approximately 2000BC. Their methods of treatment were not limited to heat 

treatment, but coagulation was also used in the form of Strychnos potatorum and Moringa 

oleifera seed addition to clarify turbid water. 

Today most water treatment processes are improvements of naturally 

occurring processes or alterations that aid us in getting better quality water faster and more 

effectively. If we look at distillation, we will see that it is an imitation of water vaporization 

from oceans and seas. Looking at filtration, it can be attributed to surface water runoff and 

surface water discharge into subsurface aquifers and basins to be later extruded via wells 

and other tools. The origin of water filtration is not known, but some may attribute it to 

water filtration via sand as noted previously, it has been used in ancient India dating back 

4000 years. Many advances have been made since then. The use of screens, clay jars, and 

even the production of vessels to contain sand for filtration and/or screens have been used 

Figure 1.4 A diagram of water filtration as illustrated by Porzio [20]. 
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and some are still in use. Figure 1.4 above shows different designs for filters taken from a 

translated Latin book named The Soldier’s Vade Mecum by Luca A. Porzio which 

published and translated in 1685, and 1747 respectively. It shows three different types of 

filtrations used for different applications and setup positions [20]. 

Another use of filters emerged in the 19th century when John Gibb used 

them to purify water in 1804 and sold the excess purified water at a half penny per gallon 

price tag in Scotland Paisley, and in 1829 when the first public installations of sand filters 

at households were made possible thought the Chelsea Waterworks Company. Later mid-

19th century, in 1854, when John Snow started his studies on the Cholera outbreak in 

London, he mathematically proved using a dot map from cases, that the disease was water 

borne rather than the then accepted miasmatic origin – originating from polluted air i.e. 

airborne -. The results were published in London, England in his book On the Mode of 

Communication of Cholera which may have in a way contributed to the prevalence of germ 

theory over miasma theory. Snow’s observations also contributed greatly to the support of 

the 1852 metropolis water act and regulation of water quality before the end of the year 

1855 thus to the necessary treatment of water which have led to the progression we observe 

in today’s water treatment industry. 
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One major form of water treatment is desalination where salt and water are 

separated to produce potable water. With increased population growth, countries started to 

desalt saline seawater to produce a fresh water. As illustrated by Benyahia in Figure 1.5, 

the global trend has increased globally into the turn of the century, with membrane 

technologies increasing by a higher rate [2]. Referring to Figure 1.5, it is clear that the 

Middle East has the highest number of desalination plants per land area. This stems from 

the higher water stress the region is under as can be seen in Figure 1.3. In the Middle East, 

the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is the leader in desalination by both capacity and number of 

plants [5]. The Saline Water Conversion Corporation (SWCC) leads the desalting efforts 

in the Kingdom. In 2015, the SWCC reported an annual desalting capacity of 1247.9M m3. 

Figure 1.5 Annual trend of global contacted desalination capacity as illustrated by Benyahia [2]. 
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Around 686.3M m3 of the total capacity is located on the Eastern Coast of the Kingdom 

and the other 561.6M m3 form the plants on Western Coast [35]. 

Desalination as a technology is the process of removing salts from water. 

The majority of desalination techniques are based on three types of process [29]. Multi-

stage flash (MFS) and multi-effect distillation (MED) both are thermal desalination 

processes [6]. Reverse osmosis (RO) is the third process and the most widely spread 

nowadays, it is considered a pressure-driven membrane process. There are many other 

techniques and processes under both thermal and membrane-based desalination and some 

fall under electrical and physical desalination. RO utilizes a membrane to drive the salt-

water separation process under high pressure, requiring only high-grade energy i.e. 

electricity [6]. On the other hand, MSF and MED as thermal processes utilize high heat 
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Figure 1.6 Desalination plants per area as illustrated by Clayton[5]. 
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energy to drive the separation process. With this high heat, scaling becomes an issue. As 

such, membrane distillation (MD), which is a thermally driven membrane process, lies 

between RO and MSF-MED. It does not require high pressure and may operate under the 

low temperatures [36]. MD is comprised of four main configurations, the one we are 

looking at is called air gap membrane distillation (AGMD). AGMD, is studied intensively 

less than direct contact MD configuration due to its low water production rate (vapor flux) 

[15]. As a process, AGMD utilizes a hydrophobic porous membrane in contact with hot 

feed and a condensation plate in contact with a coolant, separated by an air gap [37]. Due 

to the temperature difference between the feed and coolant sides, water vapor can pass 

through the membrane and condense on the condensation plate. The product water flux 

depends on the membrane pore size [38].  Factors affecting flux are the resistance to water 

vapor flow in the air gap and its subsequent condensation [37]. 

In this study, we looked at the condensation plate and the effects of its 

modification by changing the surface shape (morphology) and its interaction with water 

molecules (hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity). We also examined a novel approach for a 

heat source which may be used for AGMD and other types of MD. 

1.2.  Problem statement 

While AGMD has great opportunities and hold much greater potential, it 

suffers from a number of drawbacks which limit its flux [36, 39]. It is, unlike other 

desalination technologies, not closely studied to overcome these drawbacks. One of the 

main differences in the AGMD configuration, relative to other MD setups, is the air gap 

and condensation plate. As such, further studies in both the air gap and condensation plate 
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components give insight that are unique to AGMD. Hopefully, overcoming these 

drawbacks would promote wide acceptance and application of AGMD on a large scale. 

On a bigger view, MD as a field of study, is still fertile grounds for 

innovation and invention. There is still room for improvement in module design and 

process configuration which would enhance MD flux and its thermal efficiency. In that line 

of thought, the research work reported in this thesis is filling gaps in AGMD process flux 

enhancement through both theoretical and experimental studies. 

1.3. Hypothesis 

The study aims to modify an AGMD process, so that we may increase flux 

by bringing modifications to the condensation plate side. The study also aims to propose a 

novel AGMD approach where Peltier’s effect, as observed in thermocouples (surface 

heating and cooling) is utilized to improve vapor flux of AGMD process. 

The author hypothesizes that using a superhydrophobic condensation 

surface would increase AGMD flux since hydrophobic surfaces tend to form small 

condensate droplets that pass quickly down the condensation plate due to its high contact 

angle. This fast droplet movement, in addition to the absence of the thin film resistance on 

the plate, is expected to enhance the heat transfer rate between the condensation plate to 

the water vapor thus increasing efficiency of the system. Tilting the AGMD module to 45 

where the condensation plate is over the membrane will also have a positive effect on flux 

as thermal bridging may occur, where liquid film may fall onto the membrane underneath 

thus forming a bridge and overcoming mass transfer resistance [12]. Morphological 

changes of the condensation plate within the AGMD module, on the other hand, may 
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increase surface area and reduce the air gap, even though it increases the thickness of the 

plate and reduces thermal conductivity. The exponential relationship between the gap 

thinning (reduction in size) and flux increase will overcome the negative effect of the 

thickness increase in plate material due to morphology changes. Thus the plate with more 

surface area (a half circle in our case), will have more flux as a superhydrophobic plate 

tilted at 45 than all other plates. 

The author also hypothesizes that the utilization of Peltier’s effect in an 

AGMD setup as a source of energy for both cooling and heating of coolant and feed flows 

respectively, is expected to increase process thermal efficiency and lower gain output ratio 

(GOR), easy to scale up, and can function on renewable energies like solar power directly. 
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1.4. Objectives 

This study has four main objectives 

a. Observing and understanding the effect of condensation plate 

surface characteristics (contact angle) on flux in an AGMD setup. 

b. Observing and understanding the effect of condensation plate 

morphological changes (different shapes or embossing the flat plate) 

on the flux of an AGMD setup. 

c. Conducting mathematical modeling of the AGMD process to further 

understand the effects of condensation plate morphological changes 

on the flux of the AGMD set up. 

d. Developing a novel MD process which is based on surface heating 

and cooling using Peltier effect and comparing the results to those 

obtained in surface modification approach. 
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2. Literature review  

2.1. Summary 

In this chapter, a brief introduction on the history of desalination will be 

presented followed by its modern forms classified as thermal, membrane, and other 

electrical and physical desalination. Under thermal desalination a number of process were 

explained including multi-stage flash desalination, multi-effect distillation, humidification 

and dehumidification, and adsorption desalination. In membrane desalination, technologies 

include, reverse osmosis (RO), nanofiltration, forward osmosis, and membrane distillation 

including its four branches; direct contact, air gap, sweeping gas, and vacuum MD. Other 

processes that utilizes electrical and/or physical forces for desalination include: 

electrodialysis, ion concentration polarization, freeze desalination and hydration 

desalination. 

Emphasis was put in the last section of the chapter on AGMD, since it is the 

focus of this dissertation. The operational conditions were elaborated upon first including 

configurations, membrane characteristics, and process assessment. Mass and heat transfer 

phenomena were later approached mathematically, covering almost all aspects of process 

function and calculations. Current state of research, especially in the modification of 

condensation plate, air gap, and inclination of module were noted and referred to in the last 

subsection. Finally, this chapter concluded with a brief introduction to Peltier’s effect and 

thermocouples. 
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2.2. History of Desalination 

As noted in the previous chapter, water as an essential key of human 

survival is unquestionable. The pursuit, or rather the first pursuit of drinkable water is 

where many historians diverge. None refuse or dispute the major occurrences and 

discoveries of purifying water. However, when humans started to do so is the question 

many asked. One of the earliest recorded instances of distillation, which was mentioned in 

books by Jia Si-Xie where a wine was concentrated by the addition of a water adsorbing 

grass called Guan-Pu. The same plant was also used in the same time period around 200 

BC to remove water from a brine solution, thus increasing the concentration of the brine to 

produce a pickling solution [40]. There are also records of using Bamboo and clay based 

materials for the desalination of water, although the exact method of usage was not clearly 

stated. Aristotle wrote in his book Meterologica the following passage: 

 “Salt water when it turns into vapor becomes sweet and 

the vapor does not form salt water again, when it condenses. This I 

know by experiment. The same thing is true in every case of this kind: 

wine and all fluids that evaporate and condense into a liquid state 

become water. They are all water modified by a certain admixture, the 

nature of which determines the flavor”[41] 

Saline water, as mentioned in the previous chapter, constitutes the majority 

of surface water on earth. With that abundance, it is only natural that humans start to 

experiment with saline water to produce a fresh water source, hence the birth of the 

desalting concept. However, it is not known when the first instance of desalting took place. 
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2.3. Modern Desalination 

Desalination can be divided into the following process categories: 

a. Thermal desalination. 

b. Membrane desalination. 

c. Other electrical and physical desalination technologies. 

These types of desalination differ in that water-constituents separation 

process is driven by one of the respective above-mentioned types. Even though thermal 

energy is sometimes used in membrane and electrical desalination, without being the main 

factor of separation. It is important to note that hybridization may be engineered in order 

to make a more efficient mode of operation like adding the proposed adsorption 

desalination (AD) after an Multi-effect distillation (MED) process [42], two process that 

will be described later in Section 2.3.1.  

On a global scale, desalination is mainly carried by thermal processes, 

although membrane desalination is catching up [43-50]. Historically, thermal power in 

general was discovered and harnessed by the earliest humans between 230,000 and 

1,5000,000 years ago [51]1, even though fires must have occurred from natural causes. 

Whatever date range we agree with, it is undisputedly earlier than the discovery of 

electricity by Alessandro Volta in the nineteenth century [52]. As claimed by Wittholz et 

al. referring to a survey by the International Desalinization Association (IDA) [13].  About 

47% of all world desalination is thermal based (MSF, MED, and vapor compression VC) 

                                                 

1 It is a matter of debate amongst archeologists, the date depends on which argument one 

sides with. 
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while 44% is done by one type of membrane desalination, RO. Supporting the claim of 

thermal desalination predating other types of desalination is the first recorded scientific 

claim of evaporative desalination observed and recorded by Aristotle [41]. Other records 

also showed Greek sailors using thermal energy to boil seawater for desalination purposes 

in the fourth century BC [53]. Although filtration of water by woven cloths or plant based 

fibrous mesh as noted earlier in Section 0 by the Chinese may have occurred around that 

era, the removal of salts was not possible by these methods. In fact the earliest scientific 

recorded observation of the osmotic phenomenon was by Abbé Nollet in 1748 [54]. More 

than two hundred years later the first synthetic semipermeable membrane was introduced 

by Moritz Traube [55]. Later on, post-World War 2 research published in 1949 by GL 

Hassler from the University of California in Los Angeles (UCLA) marked the beginning 

of RO research [56]. Looking at recent years, membrane-based desalination has grown 

tremendously in a short period of time as illustrated by Ghaffour et al. in Figure 2.1 and 

Figure 2.1 World desalination by capacity in 2008, Left, compared to 2012, Right,  as illustrated by Wittholz et al. and 

Ghaffour et al. respectively [13, 29]. 
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summarized by N.X. Tsiourtis in 2017 from the International Desalination Association 

(IDA) 2009-2016 yearbooks [57] in Table 2.1. Reasons being mostly economical, as the 

unit cost per production for membrane-based desalination is becoming lower to that of 

thermal-based desalination as illustrated by Wittholz et al in Figure 2.2 [13, 29]. Many 

aspects drive technology trends. However, when talking about large scale desalination, 

economic viability is the main concern, which is determined by specific production quality 

requirements. 

Table 2.1 Percentage of desalination plants by thechnology. 
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2.3.1. Thermal Desalination 

Thermal desalination is the process of utilizing thermal energy to increase 

feed water temperature, which is then evaporated and condensed, consequently removing 

salts [6]. Thermal desalination process include: 

a. Multi-stage flash desalination (MFS). 

b. Multi-effect distillation (MED). 

c. Humidification-dehumidification desalination (HDH). 

d. Adsorption desalination (AD). 

Figure 2.2 representation of unit cost production of MSF and RO between 1980 and 2005 as illustrated by Wittholz et 

al. [13]. 
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2.3.1.1. Multi-Stage Flash Desalination (MS). 

MSF is a process in which saline feed water is heated, deaerated, and then 

moved into a chamber where pressure is greatly reduced resulting in flash evaporation of 

water. The evaporated water is then condensed on the feed water inlet pipe preheating the 

feed as a form of energy recovery, and is also collected as distilled water [58]. One single 

unit is called a single stage flash distiller, however it is commonly seen in four to forty 

consecutive stages forming what is known as MSF. One consecutive single file of MSF 

stages is called a train, usually a plant contains several MSF trains. As water evaporates, 

the vapor passes through a metallic mesh called a demister, which restricts large water 

droplets from passing with the vapor as these droplets may hold salts and/or other 

constituents. Generally, brines are recycled, in order to recover heat and increase water 

feed and water recovery. It is important to note that the de-aeration process serves to 

Figure 2.3 Diagram of an MSF with brine recycling as illustrated by El-Dessouky et al. [23]. 
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remove non-condensable gasses like nitrogen (N2), oxygen (O2), and carbon dioxide (CO2) 

that may hinder the evaporative process. 

2.3.1.2. Multi-Effect Distillation (MED). 

MED is a process wherein, feed water is sprayed on steam-containing 

heating elements resulting in a thin coat of feed forming over the elements. The thin coat 

of feed as a result is heated and partly evaporated. Similarly to MSF, vapor pass a demister 

and is then collected. Heat from collected vapor is used to preheat the feed as a form of 

energy recovery. The brine is collected in a brine pool for discharge [59]. This is called 

single effect distillation and is not commonly used as it requires considerable amount of 

energy and  steam without producing an economically viable quantity of water.[22]. 

Generally, five to ten effects are included in a single train forming an MED. Moreover, 

lowering pressure in the effect, results the brine pool, which may flows from the first stage 

to the next, flash evaporating thus increasing vapor production and overall system 
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performance [59]. There are three main configurations of MED, forward feed MED, 

backward feed MED, and parallel feed MED [24]. Forward feed MED, is when vapor, feed 

and brine flows are consecutive in each effect, while reverse feed MED is when feed and 

brine flows are opposite to vapor flow, (i.e. feed and brine move from effect 10 to 1 while 

the vapor moves from effect 1 to 10). Parallel feed MED is when vapor moves 

consecutively in the effects but feed and brine move in each effect separately. 

Figure 2.4 A single effect distiller as illustrated by El-Dessouky et al. [22]. 
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Figure 2.5 Diagram  of the three configuration of MED as illustrated by EL-Dessouky et al. [24]. 
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2.3.1.3. Humidification Dehumidification Desalination (HDH). 

The process of HDH is carried out by spraying saline feed water on a mesh 

like material called “packing material” in Figure 2.7. Iincreasing the contact surface area 

of water and  heating the feed-prior to entering the chamber increases the vapor pressure 

of the feed. A carrier gas is introduced, and as this gas is saturated with water vapor in the 

humidifying chamber, it is moved to a dehumidification chamber where it cools on the feed 

water inlet pipe releasing the carried water vapor. The carrier gas is recycled between the 

Figure 2.6 diagram of an HDH as illustrated by Kabeel et al. [7]. 
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humidifying and dehumidifying chambers, continuing the cycle and producing distilled 

water [7]. A solar heater is sometimes used to heat the feed water, since thermal 

requirements of HDH is low compared to other thermal processes [6,29]. [6] 

2.3.1.4. Adsorption Desalination (AD). 

AD consists of a two-bed system, one adsorption-evaporation bed and one 

condensation-desorption bed both of which interchange in function. Each bed contains 

adsorptive material, a heat source (commonly a water pipe system surrounded by the 

adsorption material) and valve-controlled passages below and above each bed. Feed water 

enters the system in an evaporation chamber over which are the two beds, where the bottom 

and top passages are opened and closed in opposite fashion. The open bottom passage 

allows water vapor to be adsorbed by the dry absorption material. Chilled water flows 

through the heat sources of the mentioned bed to increase adsorption. Ambient or slightly 

heated water is supplied in a heat exchanger in the evaporation chamber which, in turn, 

heats the feed, further evaporating water and increasing adsorption. In the other bed, heated 

water flows through the heat source, increasing the adsorption material’s temperature and 

Figure 2.7 Example of packing material as illustrated by 

Kabeel et al [7]. 
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releasing the adsorbed water vapor. The released vapor then moves to the condenser via 

the open top passage and the condensed water is collected [16]. 

2.3.2. Membrane Desalination 

Membrane desalination is the removal of salts and other constituents in 

water by using semi-permeable membranes [60]. Membrane-based desalination include the 

following processes: 

a. Nanofiltration (NF). 

b. Reverse Osmosis (RO). 

c. Forward Osmosis (FO). 

d. Membrane Distillation (MD). 

Figure 2.8 diagram of an AD system as illustrated by Wu et al. [16]. 
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2.3.2.1. Reverse Osmosis (RO) 

Osmosis is the passage of water from an area of high solute concentration 

to an area of lower solute concentration through a semipermeable or permeable membrane, 

Figure2.10 Membrane filtration characteristics as illustrated by Mikhaylin et al. [11]. 

Figure 2.9 Filtration spectrum of different membrane technologies as illustrated by the Osmonics Inc. (with 

permission) [4]. 
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therefore reverse osmosis is a process where water permeates through a semi-permeable 

membrane against the osmotic pressure by applying pressure on the feed side overcoming 

mentioned osmotic pressure (Figure 2.11). As the salinity of feed water increase so does 

the osmotic pressure, RO pressure requirements get greater. Seawater requires between 50-

80 bars of pressure while brackish water requires around 15-27 bars of the applied pressure 

[6]. With the application of high pressures, there is an increased risk of membrane fouling, 

as such, a pretreatment is an essential step to RO. The pretreatment process required 

depends on the feed quality and membrane requirements. For example, ground water as a 

feed source may be high in dissolved minerals which are oxidized when exposed to ambient 

air, thus an aeration tank and a microfiltration station is enough to overcome the possible 

damage to the RO membrane from the oxidized minerals. As seen in Figure 2.9, RO allows 

to reject both low molecular weight organics and small ions. 

Figure 2.11 RO and FO as illustrated by Bergstedt. [3]. 
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2.3.2.2.  Nanofiltration (NF) 

Nanofiltration is technically considered as a filtration process that removes 

particles slightly larger than most salt ions. Therefore, it is not widely considered as a 

primary option for desalination. The invention of NF, came after the introduction of RO 

where continuous research was carried out to create a wide array of membranes with 

differing filtration and flux characteristics, especially where lower pressures and salt 

rejection (another term for the removal efficiency of salts) less than 99% required [61]. 

Generally,  NF membranes generally have high rejection of divalent cations including Mg2+ 

and Ca2+ (comprising hardness), and low rejection of monovalent ions like K+, Na+ and 

Cl+, this results in NF commonly being used as a water softener [62, 63]. NF properties as 

a membrane and per the filtration spectrum above in Figure2.10, lie between RO and 

ultrafiltration (UF), therefore it was initially called an intermediate RO/UF membrane, 

loose RO, or tight UF [64].  The term “Nanofiltration” was first used by Filmtec 

Corporation as a commercial name for the intermediary range of filtration membranes 

between the RO and UF [65]. In desalination, NF is commonly used as a pretreatment 

process to RO and MSF, it can also be used to treat brackish water and groundwater for 

potable use [61-63]. NF system is similar to RO except in that the membrane configuration 

is not commonly seen in a spiral wound setup, even though a spiral wound setup is favored 

for increased surface area to foot print ratio. NF membrane may be configured as flat sheet, 

hollow fibers, and spiral wounds. 
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2.3.2.3. Forward Osmosis (FO) 

FO is the direct opposite of RO as illustrated in Figure 2.11. It is the 

permeation of water through a semipermeable membrane with the osmotic pressure from 

an area of low solute concentration to an area of high solute concentration. This results in 

the FO process being one where very little to no hydraulic pressure is required to produce 

desalted water thus reducing membrane fouling. A draw solution is used on the permeate 

side as the driving force of this process, where it has a higher osmotic pressure than the 

feed. The re-concentration process of the draw solution is one major criteria that may 

govern its choice, NaCl commonly used since it is relatively easy to re-concentrate by a 

single RO pass with low risk of scaling [66].  

2.3.2.4. Membrane Distillation (MD) 

MD is a thermal-membrane process where a hydrophobic microporous 

membrane permeates water vapor from the feed to the opposite cooler side where it 

condenses [15]. The first MD research was conducted in 1936 by Hess and Ulmann [67], 

followed by a patent application a quarter of a century later, filed by EJ Donald in 1963 

and entitled “Apparatus for the distillation of a liquid through a gas permeable wall”[68]. 

The related article was published in 1969 [69]. A decade later, interest in MD was reignited 

by an investigation by Mehta in 1982 [70]. Since then, research in MD has experienced a 

steady increase in publications per year as depicted in Figure 2.12. The reduced interest in 
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MD during its early stages was due to the low permeate flux as compared to RO. In MD, 

the vapor pressure difference between the feed and permeate sides drive the process. There 

are four main configurations in MD: 

a. Direct Contact Membrane Distillation (DCMD). 

b. Air Gap Membrane Distillation (AGMD). 

c. Sweeping Gas Membrane Distillation (SGMD). 

d. Vacuum Membrane Distillation (VMD) 

2.3.2.4.1. Direct Contact Membrane Distillation (DCMD) 

DCMD is the simplest form of MD, where a semipermeable membrane 

divides two liquid flows. The feed flow, is usually at a higher temperature than permeate 

flow, which creates a relatively high vapor pressure difference that drives the water vapor 
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flux. Direct contact helps reducing mass transfer resistance of the water vapor to the 

permeate side, however it suffers from a greater heat loss through conduction [6, 15, 36].  

2.3.2.4.2. Air Gap Membrane Distillation (AGMD) 

AGMD is a variant very similar to DCMD, except that water vapor passing 

the membrane moves through an air gap and condenses on a cold plate which has coolant 

flowing behind it as seen in Figure 2.14 [6, 15, 36]. This reduces heat losses considerably. 

Figure 2.13 A diagram of a DCMD process as illustrated by Alkhudhiri et al. [15]   

Figure 2.14 A diagram of an AGMD process as illustrated by Alkhudhiri et al. [15]. 
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Moreover, it lowers temperature differences between the inlet and outlet of each respective 

flow [71].  

2.3.2.4.3. Sweeping Gas Membrane Distillation (SGMD) 

SGMD is an intermediary step between DCMD and AGMD, where water 

vapor is carried out by a dry sweeping gas which is then condensed to recover the carried 

water vapor. Direct contact with gas, gives SGMD both benefits of reduction in vapor mass 

transfer resistance to permeate side and reduction of heat losses [6, 15, 36]. Sweeping gas 

velocity, on the other hand, may hinder water vapor flux as a result of the increase pressure 

in the permeate side [72, 73].  

2.3.2.4.4. Vacuum Membrane Distillation (VMD) 

VMD is similar to SGMD with replacement of sweeping gas by vacuum. 

Water vapor is collected in a chamber under vacuum, driving the water vapor with the 

pressure gradient to an external condenser. Negative pressure helps VMD attain very 

Figure 2.15 A diagram of an SGMD process as illustrated by Alkhudhiri et al. [15]. 
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minimal feed heat loss and large water vapor flux. Although, increasing vacuum results in 

wetting of the hydrophobic membrane thus affecting flux negatively [6, 15, 36, 39, 74, 75].  

2.3.3. Other Electrical and Physical Desalination Processes 

Other desalination technologies where separation is aided by the electrical 

or physical forces are grouped here, they occupy a small portion of the total desalination 

market as seen in Figure 2.1. Other electrical and physical desalination processes include 

the following: 

a. Electrodialysis (ED). 

b. Captive Deionization (CDI). 

c. Ion Concentration Polarization (ICP). 

d. Freeze desalination. 

e. Hydration desalination. 

Figure 2.16 A diagram of an VMD process as illustrated by Alkhudhiri et al. [15]. 
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2.3.3.1. Electrodialysis (ED) 

ED was  first reported in 1890 by Maigrot and Sabates [76]. It is a process 

in which charged species are separated from uncharged species by the application of a 

voltage in an ion exchange membrane. The voltage is applied between a cathode and an 

anode. A series of pairs of cathode and anode exchange membranes are set between the 

electrodes as shown in Figure 2.17. Uncharged water is colleceted from the dilution 

passages between the exchange membranes while brine is collected from the concentration 

passages [77, 78]. 

Figure 2.17 A diagram of an ED process as illustrated by Rabiee et al. [6]. 
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2.3.3.2. Captive Deionization (CDI) 

Captive deionization is a relatively old process, with early studies rolling 

back to the 1960s. The concept of CDI is to utilize electrodes for the attraction of ions in a 

solution. As the surface area of the electrode is high, like activated carbon for example, the 

amount of ions removed increase considerably. Ion exchange membrane may be added to 

the CDI process to increase ion selectivity [6, 17, 79]. 

Figure 2.18 A diagram of a CDI process, Top, and membrane CDI process, 

Bottom, as illustrated by Porada et al. [17]. 
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2.3.3.3. Ion Concentration Polarization (ICP) 

ICP is a process similar to CDI, but with the addition of a cathode exchange 

membrane through which current passes. The configuration results in a mismatch of the 

ionic charge, which in turn, creates a charge polarization that results in a region of ion 

depletion and a region of ion enrichment [6, 18, 80]. 

2.3.3.4. Freeze desalination 

Freeze desalination may be directly inferred from its name. It is a process 

of freezing which results in the separation of salts from frozen water crystals. The process 

requires much less energy compared to thermal MSF however, handling of the frozen water 

is difficult [28].  A progressive freeze concentration device introduced by Miyawaki et al. 

for the concentration of glucose has been evaluated by Fujioka et al. and proved promising 

Figure 2.19 a diagram of an ICP process as illustrated by Kim et al. [18]. 
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for desalination [27, 28]. The device utilizes stirring of a solution half immersed in freezing 

liquid bath. Freezing increases the solute concentration in the unfrozen solution as shown 

in Figure 2.20. 

2.3.3.5. Hydration desalination 

Hydration desalination is the process in which hydrocarbons are added to 

saline water to form hydrates. These structures, are cage-like crystalline structures that 

contain only pure water molecules [5, 81] . 

Figure 2.20 An illustration of the progressive freeze concentrating 

device proposed by Miyawaki et al. and utilized by Fujioka et al. 

for water desalination.as proposed by the latter[27, 28].  
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2.4. Air Gap Membrane Desalination 

AGMD, as explained in 2.3.2.4.2, is a thermally driven process where mass 

transfer is governed by the thermodynamics of the process. It applications vary from the 

desalination of water to the concentration of acids and removal  of volatile organic carbons 

in the chemical industry, concentration of dairy and juices in the food industry, and 

concentration of wastewater effluent [39, 82]. It exhibits, low thermal conduction losses, 

almost limitless range of coolant options (condensation plate limiting), possibility of 

running the feed and coolant in closed loops respectively, and the possibility of utilizing 

AGMD as a heat recovery system. AGMD, however, requires a more complex design and 

suffers from relative low flux [6, 15, 36, 39, 71]. Underlying theory, efficiency and typical 

operating parameters are described in the below. 

Figure 2.21 A hydrated molecule of  methane (CH4) 

molecule encaged by water  molecules as illustrated by R 

Clayton [5]. 
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2.4.1. Operating Conditions 

2.4.1.1. Configuration 

AGMD may be found in three configurations: 

a. Flat sheet membrane AGMD setup as illustrated in Figure 2.14. 

b. Fibrous membrane as illustrated in Figure 2.22. 

c. Spiral wound membrane configuration as seen in Figure 2.23.  

Fibrous and spiral wound configurations, increase membrane active surface 

area per module unit area (packing density as seen in Table 2.2), Increasing packing 

Figure 2.22 Hollow fiber AGMD setup as illustrated by 

Alpatova et al. [25, 26]. 
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density, reduces footprint and increase total flux gain per unit area. The resulting increased 

total flux my help increase interest in AGMD as observed in the early stages of MD 

research illustrated in Figure 2.12. bringing forth research like the work reported by  Lee 

et al. where a spiral wound configuration was successfully used and tested for pilot stage 

research as evident in work by [14].  

AGMD is the most effective MD process variant in mitigating thermal 

conduction losses as stated by Alkhudiri and Hilal [36]. It has been the focus of several 

research groups where modifications to the process were brought to increase system flux 

or to lead to a better understanding of the process. 

  

Figure 2.23 A spiral wound diagram of an AGMD setup as tested and illustrated by Lee et al. in a 

pilot plant [14]. 
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Table 2.2 Packing density of MD membranes[83]. 

Membrane 

configuration 

Flat 

sheet 

Fibrous 
Spiral 

wound Tubular Capillary 
Hollow 

fiber 

Packing density 

(m2m3) 
400-800 20-100 600-1200 2000-5000 800-1200 

 

2.4.1.2. AGMD Membrane 

Membranes used in AGMD are hydrophobic and generally possess low 

thermal conduction properties, high thermal resistance and low mass transfer resistivity. 

There are three types of commonly used membranes mainly for their low surface tension, 

polypropylene (PP), polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE).  

Structural support is sometimes needed, and the membrane may be laminated to support 

material that depend on the required application [36, 84, 85].  

Table 2.3 General comparison  of common membranes used in AGMD [36]. 

Membrane Advantage Disadvantage 

PP 
Good thermal resistance 

Good chemical resistance 
Lower hydrophobicity 

PVDF 

Good thermal resistance 

Good hydrophobicity 

High mechanical stability 

Low chemical stability 

PTFE 

Highest hydrophobicity 

Excellent thermal resistance 

Excellent chemical resistance 

Highest thermal conductivity 
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There are five main properties for MD membranes: 

a. Liquid Entry Pressure (LEP). 

b. Pore size. 

c. Porosity and tortuosity. 

d. Thickness. 

e. Thermal conductivity. 

2.4.1.2.1. Liquid Entry Pressure (LEP) 

LEP is the minimum pressure needed for feed to pass though the larger 

pores of the membrane. i.e. if LEP is exceeded then membrane wetting will occur. Wetting 

is the passage of liquids through the dry pore sidewalls of the hydrophobic membrane. [86, 

87]. As long as the pressure within a pore is higher than the pressure exerted by the feed, 

no wetting will occur, this is called capillary pressure. 

𝑃𝑐 = 𝑃𝑛𝑤 − 𝑃𝑤     Equation 2.1 

Where 𝑃𝑐is the capillary pressure, 𝑃𝑛𝑤 is the non-wetting phase pressure, 

and 𝑃𝑤is the wetting phase pressure. 

A hydrophobic membrane’s maximum capillary pressure is a function of 

the maximum pore size, the surface free energy, and the liquid surface tension. LEP may 

be calculated based on the Young-Laplace equation as follows[88,89]: 

𝐿𝐸𝑃 =
−2𝐵𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

𝑑𝑝,𝑚𝑎𝑥
= 𝑃𝑓 − 𝑃𝑝 = ∆𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒   Equation.2.2 

Where 𝐵 is the geometric pore coefficient (1 in cylindrical pores), 
𝑙
is the 

liquid surface tension, 𝜃is the contact angle at feed side of the membrane(120 for PP, 107 
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for PVDF, and 108-115 for PTFE[15, 86, 90]), 𝑑𝑝,𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum pore size, 𝑃𝑓is the 

hydraulic pressure in the feed side, and 𝑃𝑝 is the hydraulic pressure on the permeate side. 

Therefore, from equation 2.2 membranes that are more hydrophobic, have 

smaller maximum pore sizes, and lower surface energy. They consequently have the 

highest LEP and exhibit a relatively better performance. 

2.4.1.2.2. Pore size 

Pore size is an important parameter in MD. It commonly ranges from 100nm 

to 1m[39, 75]. Pores present in a membrane are not uniform. Therefore, mean pore size 

and pore size distribution are used to better understand a specific membrane. Generally, as 

pore size increases, more vapor may permeate, leading to more flux. However, this results 

in a reduced LEP and increased risk of membrane wetting. Therefore, a pore size 

distribution close to the largest pore size is favorable. Mean pore size is usually used as a 

reference in calculations, while some debate around whether mean pore size or pore size 

distribution should be used to accurately measure flux, Martı́nez et al. showed evidence of 

similar results when using both methods [91]. However, when dealing with MD processes 

with high flux like VMD, pore size distribution should be used to accurately measure flux 

as shown by Woods et al.[92] 

2.4.1.2.3. Porosity and tortuosity 

Porosity, is the empty or void fraction of the membrane, while tortuosity is 

the deviation from a cylindrical pore shape. High porosity means more pores from which 

water vapor may permeate, therefore (assuming the same membrane) higher permeability 
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and consequently higher flux. It also indicates lower thermal conductivity, because of the 

entrapped air within the pores. As per tortuosity, higher values mean more resistance on 

vapor mass transfer and thus lower flux. Porosity (휀) and tortuosity (𝜏) may be calculated 

from the Smolder-Franken and Macki-Meares equations below [93]: 

휀 = 1 −
𝜌𝑚

𝜌𝑝𝑜𝑙
     Equation.2.3 

𝜏 =
(2− )2

     Equation.2.4 

Where 𝜌𝑚 is the membrane density, 𝜌𝑝𝑜𝑙 is the density of the polymer 

material. Porosity for MD membranes as reported by El-Bourawi et al. ranges between 

30% and 85%[39]. 

2.4.1.2.4. Thickness 

Membrane thickness increases mass transfer resistance of water vapor 

resulting in lower flux. Laganà et al. concluded that between 30-60m lies the optimum 

membrane thickness, excluding the support material [94]. In AGMD, resistance of air gap 

overcomes that of the membrane therefore it is overlooked in this specific MD setup [36]. 

2.4.1.2.5. Thermal conductivity 

Membrane thermal conductivity is calculated from the conductivity of 

membrane material and the conductivity of air (or another gas if other than air). 

Hydrophobic MD membrane materials generally have comparable thermal conductivies as 

reported in Table 2.4 below. 
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Table 2.4 Thermal conductivity of MD membrane material as reported by Phattaranawik et al.[95]. 

Material 
Thermal Conductivity at 23C 

(Wm-1K-1) 

PP 0.11-0.16 

PVDF 0.17-0.19 

PTFE 0.25-0.27 

 

Membrane thermal conductivity maybe calculated from the following 

equation: 

𝑘𝑚 = (1 − 휀)𝑘𝑠 + 휀𝑘𝑔    Equation 2.5 

Where 𝑘𝑚 is the thermal conductivity of the membrane, 𝑘𝑠 is the thermal 

conductivity of the membrane material, and 𝑘𝑔is the thermal conductivity of the gas. 

Phattaranawik et al suggested a different approach where volume average 

of thermal resistances is used [96]: 

𝑘𝑚 = [
𝑘𝑔

+
(1− )

𝑘𝑠
]

−1

     Equation 2.6 

2.4.1.3. Process evaluation and assessment 

2.4.1.3.1. Thermal efficiency 

Thermal efficiency can be calculated from the following equation [97]: 

 =
𝐽∆𝐻𝑣

𝐽∆𝐻𝑣+
𝑘𝑚

𝛿
(𝑇𝑓,𝑚−𝑇𝑝,𝑚)

    Equation.2.7 

Where  is thermal efficiency, 𝐽 is mass flux, ∆𝐻𝑣 is the latent heat of 

vaporization, 𝛿 is the membrane thickness, 𝑇𝑓,𝑚 is the membrane temperature at the feed 

side, and 𝑇𝑝,𝑚is the membrane temperature from the permeate side.  
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Loss via conduction through the membrane comprises approximately 20% 

to 40% of total heat input, while 50% to 80% of the total heat flux through the membrane 

is considered as latent heat [98, 99]. Increasing porosity and thickness and reducing thermal 

conduction of the material can help enhancing thermal efficiency. Although increasing 

thickness might affect vapor mass flux. Reports by Alklaibi and Lior and Al-Obaidani et 

al. indicate that increasing feed temperatures may result in increased thermal efficiency 

due to increased water vapor flux and resulting reduction in conductive heat loss[38, 100]. 

2.4.1.3.2. Gained Output Ratio (GOR) 

GOR is a ratio used to evaluate the energy efficiency of an MD process. It 

is the ratio of latent heat of evaporation in association with mass flux to the energy used. 

𝐺𝑂𝑅 =
𝐽𝐴∆𝐻𝑣

𝐸𝑖𝑛
     Equation.2.8 

Where 𝐴 is area of membrane and 𝐸𝑖𝑛 is energy input. 

The higher the GOR, the higher the performance of the MD system. 

Optimization of the heat recovery system can help increasing GOR. As reported by Yang 

et al.  GOR values range between 0.3-8.1 depending  on operating conditions and mode of 

operation [101]. 

2.4.1.3.3. Water Product Cost (WPC) 

WPC is a direct indication of unit cost production which gives insight into 

the economic feasibility of the system.  

𝑊𝑃𝐶 =
𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝑓𝑀365
     Equation 2.9 
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Where 𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is the total cost, 𝑓 is the plan availability, and 𝑀 is the daily 

production capacity [101]. 

For bench and pilot scale testing we use the following WPC equation: 

 𝑊𝑃𝐶 =
𝐸𝑖𝑛,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐶𝑒

𝐽𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
    Equation 2.10 

Where 𝐸𝑖𝑛,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is the total energy input to the system, 𝐶𝑒 is the per unit cost 

of energy, and 𝐽𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is the total flux produced by the system. 

2.4.2. Mass and heat transfer 

To predict permeate production in MD both mass and heat transfer have to 

be considered. Solving the corresponding equations offers an in depth understanding of the 

process and enables, to some extent the prediction of its performance. Although both 

transfers are tightly couple, they are represented by distinct equations as explained below. 

2.4.2.1. Mass transfer 

Mass transfer in MD is represented by the movement of water vapor from 

the feed side to the permeate side. This passage of gas though the membrane pores follows 

what have been modeled by Evans et al. in the 1960s in the so-called dusty gas model [103-

105]. Gas transfer can occur via four different paths. Surface diffusion, Knudsen diffusion, 

ordinary/molecular diffusion, and viscous diffusion. In Knudsen diffusion, molecule-

molecule collisions are minimal, while molecule-pore wall collision dominate the 

diffusion. On the other hand, molecule-molecule collision determine transfer in molecular 

diffusion, while viscus diffusion lies between molecular and Knudsen diffusion, where 
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both molecule-molecule and molecule-pore wall collision affect transport proportionally[8, 

36] 

Vital to the identification of which diffusion model is present in a specific 

process is the calculation of the Knudsen number, which is defined as the ratio of the mean 

free path (the average path a molecule takes to pass through a membrane) to the pore size. 

𝐾𝑛 =


𝑑𝑝
     Equation 2.11 

Where 𝐾𝑛 is the Knudsen number,  is the mean free path, and 𝑑𝑝 is the 

pore size. 

Figure 2.24 Diffusion models through porous 

membrane  as illustrated by Shi and Huang [8]. 
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The mean free path is defined as: 

 =
𝑘𝐵𝑇

√2𝜋𝑃𝑑𝑒
2    Equation 2.12 

Where 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzman’s constant, 𝑇 is the absolute temperature, 𝑃 is the 

average pressure in the pores, 𝑑𝑒 is the molecular diameter set for water vapor and air at 

2.64 × 10−10 and 3.66 × 10−10 respectively [106]. 

If the Knudsen number is higher than 1, then we consider Knudsen diffusion 

as the pore sizes are small relative to the mean free path and molecule-pore wall collision 

are dominant. When the Knudsen number is less than 0.01, then we assume that molecule-

molecule collisions dominate, resulting in molecular diffusion. Finally, when the Knudsen 

number is between 0.01 and 1 then the diffusion is considered to be a viscous or molecular-

Knudsen diffusion. Equations for flux calculations are presented below for Knudsen 

diffusion followed by molecular diffusion and finally molecular-Knudsen diffusion [99, 

107]. 

𝐽𝐾 =
1

6

𝑑𝑝
3

𝜏𝛿
(

2𝜋

𝑀𝑊𝑅𝑇
)

1

2
    Equation 2.13 

𝐽𝑀 =
𝜋

4𝑅𝑇

𝑃𝑡𝐷

𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟

𝑑𝑝
2

𝜏𝛿
    Equation 2.14 

𝐽𝐾,𝑀 =
𝜋

𝑅𝑇

1

𝜏𝛿
[(

2

3
(

𝑅𝑇

𝜋𝑀𝑤𝑖

)

1

2
𝑑𝑝

3)

−1

+ (
1

4

𝑃𝑡𝐷

𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟
𝑑𝑝

2)
−1

]

−1

  Equation 2.15 

Where 𝑀𝑊 is the molecular weight of water vapor, R is the universal gas 

constant, 𝑃𝑡 is the total pressure inside the pore (equal to the sum of partial pressures of air 

and water vapor),  𝐷 is the diffusion coefficient, and 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟 is the air pressure in the 

membrane pore. 
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Mass flux can also be calculated from the following general form where 

flux is directly proportional to water vapor partial pressure difference across the membrane: 

𝐽 = 𝐶(𝑃𝑓,𝑚 − 𝑃𝑝,𝑚)    Equation 2.16 

Where 𝐶 is the membrane coefficient, 𝑃𝑓,𝑚 is the vapor pressure at feed 

membrane interface, and 𝑃𝑝,𝑚is the vapor pressure at the permeate membrane interface. 

For AGMD, the flux may be calculated from equation 2.16. However, to 

compensate for air gap resistance it may be modified as follows [85]: 

𝐽 =
𝑃𝑝,𝑚−𝑃𝑐,𝑓

𝑅𝑎𝑔
    Equation 2.17 

With 

𝑅𝑎𝑔 = [
𝐷𝑃

𝛿𝑎𝑃𝑎𝑔,𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑅

𝑀𝑣

(𝑇𝑎𝑔,𝑎𝑣𝑔+273.15)
]

−1

   Equation 2.18 

Where 𝑃c,f is the vapor  pressure at the condensation plate air gap 

interface, 𝑅𝑎𝑔 is the resistane of the air gap, 𝛿𝑎 is width of the air gap, 𝑃𝑎𝑔,𝑙𝑜𝑔 is the log 

mean pressure in the air gap, and 𝑇𝑎𝑔,𝑙𝑜𝑔 is the log mean temperature in the air gap.  

Total resistance in an AGMD model can then be calculated by: 

𝑅𝐴𝐺𝑀𝐷 = 𝑅𝑚 + 𝑅𝑎𝑔     Equation 2.19 

Mass transfer resistance of the membrane may be calculated based on the 

diffusion constitutive equations which are listed below for Knudsen diffusion molecular 

diffusion, and combined diffusion respectively: 

𝑅𝐾 = [
2 𝑟

𝜏𝛿
(

8𝑀𝑣

𝜋𝑅𝑇𝑚
)

1

2
]

−1

    Equation 2.20 

𝑅𝑀 = [
𝐷𝑃𝑡

𝑇𝛿𝑃𝑎,𝑙𝑜𝑔

𝑀𝑣

𝑅𝑇𝑚
]

−1

    Equation 2.21 
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𝑅𝐾,𝑀 = 𝑅𝐾 + 𝑅𝑀    Equation 2.22 

Where 𝑟 is the mean pore radius,  𝑇𝑚 is the average temperature across the 

membrane, and 𝑃𝑎,𝑙𝑜𝑔 is the log mean air pressure at membrane surface temperature 

2.4.2.2. Heat transfer 

Different modes of heat transfer occur in MD, namely convective 

conduction and latent heat transfer. Transfer of heat by convection from the bulk feed to 

the feed membrane interface is calculate as follows: 

𝑄𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑘(𝑇𝑓 − 𝑇𝑓,𝑚)   Equation 2.23 

Where 𝑘 is the convective heat transfer coefficient and 𝑇𝑓 is the feed 

temperature. 

The convective heat transfer coefficient may be calculated from the 

following equations: 

𝑘 =
𝑁𝑢𝑘𝑙

𝑑ℎ
    Equation 2.24 

𝑁𝑢 = 0.029𝑅𝑒0.8𝑃𝑟0.33
   Equation 2.25 

Where 𝑁𝑢 is the Nusselt number, 𝑘𝑙 is the fluid thermal conductivity, 𝑑ℎ is 

the hydraulic diameter of the channel, 𝑅𝑒 is the Reynolds number, and 𝑃𝑟 is the Prandtl 

number. 

Heat transferred through the membrane via vapor molecules is calculated 

using mass flux and vapor enthalpy: 

𝑄𝑣 = 𝑔𝐽    Equation 2.26 

Where 𝑔 is the water vapor enthalpy. 
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Heat transferred though the membrane by conduction may be calculated by 

the following equation: 

𝑄𝑐 =
𝑘𝑚

𝛿
(𝑇ℎ,𝑚 − 𝑇𝑐,𝑚)   Equation 2.27 

Where 𝑇ℎ,𝑚 is the temperature of the hot fluid at the membrane interface 

and 𝑇𝑐,𝑚is that of the cold fluid at the membrane interface. 

Total heat flux may be calculated simply by: 

𝑄𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑄𝑣 + 𝑄𝑐     Equation 2.28 

Given these expressions, calculation of the GOR, also called here thermal 

efficiency, can be achieved using the following equation: 

𝑀𝐷 =
𝑄𝑣

𝑄𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
    Equation 2.29 
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2.4.3. Modifications to AGMD 

Research efforts have been dedicated to the design of the AGMD setup in 

order to increase flux or explore the theoretical aspects of the system as is listed below. 

Given that AGMD differences to DCMD result from both the air gap and use of a 

condensation surface, it is only natural for researchers to focus on these parts of the setup. 

Main factors of focus here are as follows: 

a. Air gap manipulation 

b. Condensation plate manipulation 

c. Module inclination  

A modified AGMD process was suggested by Francis et al. in 2013 where 

air in the gap was replaced by a material such as sand (SGMD not to be confused with 

sweeping gas MD), deionized water (WGMD), and polyurethane sponge (PUGMD). 

Threefold increase in flux was obtained from the WGMD setup, because it utilized direct 

contact between the permeate and the vapor passing the membrane, eliminating the air gap 

thus eliminating air resistance on vapor mass transfer. This mode of operation gives 

AGMD the benefit of both AGMD and DCMD in a single setup [108]. 

The same group suggested a sub-atmospheric AGMD module in a 

publication by Alsaadi et al. in 2014 where an AGMD module was used in a VMD setup. 

he suggested mode of operation was proved to be successful in temperature polarization 

studies [109]. 
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In multiple investigations by Warsinger et al., the authors recommend gap 

reduction and utilization of hydrophobic membrane, while taking care of permeate draining 

out of the module which results in a tradeoff between GOR and flux [12, 110-112]. They 

also reported around 40% flux increase when inclining the module to less than 60 or 

around 170-180 respectively. However, the authors reported possible flooding of air gaps 

less than 0.7mm for extreme angles and large temperature differences. Superhydrophobic 

condensation plates were found to have caused increased flux by up 100% while spacers 

were found to have no effect on flux [12, 110-112].  

Bahar et al. brought modifications to the condensation plate, the authors 

experimented with change of material and introduced channeled condensation plates [113, 

114]. Comparison of condensation plates made from stainless steel and aluminum (which 

has higher thermal conductivity), shows a flux increase for aluminum ranging between 30-

50%, although no data on the coolant temperature were reported. The channeled 

condensation plate also showed a 50% flux increase. Work published by Bappy et al., 

concur with flux increase as a direct result of condensation plate modification, where they 

reported an increase of 47-58% at coolant temperatures in a range of 10-25C [115]. 

Khalifa and Alawad, compared a multi stage AGMD (ME-AGMD) system 

with a WGMD setup. They reported an increased flux for parallel setup compared to series. 

And the observations were in favor of WGMD than AGMD [116]. Pangarkar and 

Deshmukh, reported between 320% and 360% increase in flux, and 503% increase in 

thermal efficiency for an ME-AGMD setup as compared to a single stage AGMD[117] 
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2.5. Thermocouples and Peltier’s effect 

A thermocouple is a pair of conductors in a thermoelectric circuit. The main 

idea which set the floor for thermocouples was first proposed by Seebeck in 1822 [118]. 

The author observed an electrical current running in a closed circuit containing two 

different conductors when there was a temperature difference across  their junction [118]. 

Basically, the current generated corresponds to a temperature difference. So, it was the first 

temperature sensor. One junction’s temperature is set and thus referred to as the reference 

temperature, while the temperature other is referred to as the measuring junction. In 1834, 

Peltier showed that if a current is passed through a thermocouple, heat is generated and this 

process is reversible (heat will move from one junction to the other depending on the 

current flow, and is unaffected by the conductor’s shape or size [119]), this was later called 

as “Peltier’s effect” [19]. 

  

Figure 2.25 A representation of the Seebeck effect and Peltier’s effect as illustrated by 

Lee et al. [19] 
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3. Experimentation and Simulation Preparation 

3.1. Summary 

This dissertation is divided into experimental and theoretical parts. The 

experimental part of this dissertation is divided into two sections: 

a. Testing an AGMD condensation plate module. 

b. Development of a novel approach to a mobile and a scalable MD 

setup. 

For the theoretical part, a computer-aided simulation was set up to further 

validate the data and experiment with other possibilities that were not approached due to 

experimental work limitations. Since both morphological and coating experimental studies 

of the AGMD condensation plate require similar setups, the same testing unit is used for 

both. Materials used and steps undertaken prior to experiments are presents with a 

particular emphasis on the limitations faced during development and running of 

experiments. Account of the computer aided simulation preparation and procedure will 

follow, and finally, an explanation of the novel thermocouple MD approach used. 
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3.2. AGMD Condensation Plate Testing  

3.2.1. Experimental Setup  

The AGMD testing system utilizes several units that can be dived into four 

main components: 

a. An AGMD module. 

b. A feed cycle. 

c. A coolant cycle. 

d. A system for product collection and monitoring. 

As illustrated in Figure 3.1, the AGMD module is the center piece of the 

entire experimental setup 

Each one of these components can be adjusted or modified as required 

without interfering with the other components. In addition to the aforementioned 

Figure 3.1 A simple AGMD Illustration of the main components 
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components, we are utilizing a computer to read and record key parameters such as the 

temperature of feed water, the coolant temperature and the product mass. A LabVIEW 

program is used to record and measure the permeate flux. The feed and coolant 

temperatures are read and recorded by the use of thermometers placed in both the feed and 

the coolant tanks respectively.  

The process flow diagram in Figure 3.2 , gives additional details about the 

remaining components. Both feed and coolant water cycles are connected to the module 

with quick connection fittings annotated by the number 1. This allows the module to be 

disconnected at any time to replace the condensation plate and/or the membrane without 

disrupting the heating and cooling cycles. If any of the cycles is disconnected, a quick 

connect fitting is used to close the cycles as notated in Figure 3.3. 

Figure 3.2 AGMD process flow diagram. 
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The system operates under a defined set of thermal parameters and it does 

not utilize any chemicals beside sodium chloride (NaCl). No metallic parts were used to 

reduce corrosion and heat losses. Therefore, plastic connections and 2.5 mm diameter 

plastic pipes were used throughout the setup. Data collection and monitoring was undertaken 

as shown in Figure 3.2  and Figure 3.3 and will be further detailed in Section 3.2.7. 

 

Figure 3.3 AGMD setup with closed heating and cooling cycles. 
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Figure 3.4 Actual AGMD setup as used. (Top, whole setup, Bottom, AGMD module close-up). 
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3.2.2. Module design 

The module setup for the AGMD used is a modified custom-made 

polymethyl meth-acrylate (PMA) module first reported by Francis et al. [120]. The initial 

design used parafilm instead of a gasket which penalized reproducibility, particularly 

opening and closing of the module was required. Therefore, a 2.5 mm gasket channel was 

grooved around the edges of the feed channel and the coolant channel in their respective 

plates as seen in Figure 3.5. This allowed a 2.5 mm rubber gasket to be used and gave a 

slight increase in tolerance when disassembling and re-assembling the module. 

  

Figure 3.5 3D rendering of end plates showing gasket channel modification (green).  
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Figure 3.7 3D rendering of end plates showing feed and coolant channels in their respective plates 

(green). 

Figure 3.6 3D rendering of end plates showing raised part (green). 
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Figure 3.8 3D rendering of complete AGMD setup. 

Figure 3.9 3D rendering of the modified end plates. 
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The fully assembled module consists of three parts, two end plates separated 

by a middle plate. However, although the end plates are identical; they are designated as 

feed plate and coolant plate and thus cannot be interchanged to reduce cross contamination. 

Each end plate consists of a water channel where the inlet and outlet are positioned on 

opposite ends to allow better water circulation and reduce dead zones. A gasket and a raised 

part (see Figure 3.6) fit into the middle part to secure the membrane between the feed and 

middle plates as well as the condensation plate between the middle and coolant plate as 

shown in Figure 3.10. 

The middle plate (Figure 3.11) has a debossed grove on both sides that 

exactly fits the raised part of both end plates and ensures the tightness of the membrane 

Figure 3.10 Exploded of view of AGMD module 3D rendering. 
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and condensation plate as required. It also has openings from top and bottom to serve a 

number of applications. However, in this study, only the bottom opening is used as a 

collection point for permeate, while the top one is sealed. 

  

Figure 3.11 3D rendering of the middle plate. 
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3.2.3. Membrane used 

The membrane used in this study is micro-porous polytetrafluoroethylene 

(PTFE) membrane of which properties are reported in Table 3.1. The module utilized a 10 

cm by 5 cm active surface while excess area serves to secure the membrane in place against 

the raised part of the feed plate and the gasket. 

Table 3.1 Properties of the membrane used in the AGMD setup. 

Parameter Value 

Average pore size 0.24 m 

Porosity 63% 

Thickness 0.1 m 

Liquid entry pressure 1 bar 

Active area 

(relative to module used) 
0.005 m2 

 

3.2.4. Condensation Plate Modification 

In this study two major modifications are brought to the condensation 

plates. The first modification pertains to the coating of the prepared plates to achieve a 

hydrophobic or a hydrophilic condensation plate surface. The second modification was 

morphological, where the plates were modified in five different ways: 

a.  By adding triangular or round shapes vertical to the module to allow 

condensate passage without constriction, increasing surface area, 

and reducing air gap. 

b. Increasing the thickness of plate towards the air gap while 

maintaining a flat surface.  
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c. Repeating the previous step (b) with reduction of thickness from the 

coolant side thus achieving the same condensation plate thickness 

as the smooth flat condensation plate.  

d. Sand-blasting a flat condensation plate.  

All condensation plates were machined and designed in the KAUST Core 

Workshop. Condensation plates modified morphologically along with the smooth flat plate 

(see Table 3.2), were all coated with two types of coating. The morphological 

modifications done to plates are summarized in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.2 Condensation plate morphological modifications. 

Condensation 

Plate Surface 
Surface Area 

Air Gap 
Horizontal Section View 

Min. Max. 

Smooth flat 4978.540 mm2 6mm  

Sand-blasted NA* 6mm  

Triangle 

A 6936.976 mm2 5mm 6mm  

B 6130.908 mm2 5mm 6mm  

Half-circle 

A 7364.78 mm2 5mm 6mm  

B 6450.275 mm2 5mm 6mm  

Embossed 4978.540 mm2 5 mm  

Embossed with 

reduced thickness 

(embossed-debossed) 

4978.540 mm2 5 mm  

*Rough surface proved hard to measure. 
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Table 3.3 Contact angle of condensation plates. 

 
Contact Angle 

Hydrophilic No coating Super/hydrophobic 

C
o

n
d

en
sa

ti
o

n
 P

la
te

 S
u

rf
a

ce
 

Smooth flat 
A 70 

100 
120 

B 10 160 

Sand-blasted 25 85 115 

Triangle 
A 25 

100 

110 

B 10 160 

Half-circle 
A 25 110 

B 10 160 

Embossed 

10 160 
Embossed with reduced thickness 

(embossed-debossed) 

Figure 3.12 Top view of Condensation plates (Top left, smooth flat, top right, embossed, and 

embossed-debossed. Middle left, half-circle B, middle right, half-circle A. Bottom left triangle B, 

bottom right, triangle A). 
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The procedure used to coat the smooth flat (reference), the sand-blasted 

plate, the triangle plate A, and the half circle plate A to become hydrophobic starts with 

ethanol cleaning under sonication, followed by oxygen plasma treatment for 5 min. 

Chemical vapor deposition followed, by briefly placing the plate in a sealed container with 

1, 1, 2, 2-perfluorooctyltriethoxysilane at 120 0C for 2 hours. To make the same plates 

hydrophilic, they were treated with oxygen plasma for 10 minutes. 

The remaining plates, smooth flat (reference), triangle plate B, half circle 

plate B, embossed plate, and the embossed-debossed plate, were coated by using a 

commercially available coating agent used as a water repellant for car mirrors. The coating 

of the plates was courtesy of Dr. Aditya Jetly working in Dr. Sigurdur Thoroddsen’s 

research group [121]. The plates were first cleaned and then washed by the agent, which 

dries in less than 1 minute. Then the plate is heat-cured at about 300C for thirty minutes. 

This heat-curing processes is repeated three to four times. The super hydrophobicity of the 

plates become very stable after multiple curing and retain their properties for extended time 

duration. For hydrophilic coating, the same above-mentioned process is repeated but 

concluded with plasma cleaning between 10-15 minutes. The resulting contact angles are 

160 and 10 respectively.  

Figure 3.13 Contact angle ranges and nomenclature as illustrated by Nuraje et al. [10]. 
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Figure 3.14 Photo of a few water droplets on the smooth flat plate B. (top, superhydrophobic, middle, none-coated. 

bottom, hydrophilic). 
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3.2.5. Feed and coolant cycles  

The feed and coolant cycles are similar in that a dual function closed circuit 

heater/chiller (referred to later as heaters) unit is used to reach the desired temperatures. A 

number of heaters were used where some seized to operate due to mechanical failure. Both 

heaters were filled with the deionized water (DI) from the laboratory tap to operate and 

reduce machine wear. A metal coil, titanium in the coolant cycle and stainless steel 316 in 

the feed cycle, were used to transfer heat from the heaters to the coolant tank and to the 

feed water bath, respectively. A 35 g/L NaCl solution was used for the feed while DI water 

was used as the coolant to greatly reduce any chance of corrosion to condensation plate. 

The feed tank is heated by a stainless steel 316 coil due to the fact that no 

adequate titanium coil was present at the start of the experimentation and procurement of 

one required extensive time. The use of stainless steel or titanium does not affect the results, 

however titanium has a higher rust resistance and is more thermally conductive with respect 

to stainless steel. Initially, a feed tank was used for the experiment but then contamination 

of a feed water bath with the rust was observed due to rusting of the stainless steel coil in 

the saline and hot environment. The synthetic saline feed was later placed in a glass beaker 

which was then placed in the feed water bath, no cross contamination from feed water bath 

was observed anymore. The thermal efficiency was reduced, therefore, the feed heater has 

to be operated at an average of 5 C higher than previously operated to reach the same 

temperature.  
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3.2.6.  Experimental Approach 

The first step in preparing for running of the experiment is heating both 

cycles to their respective temperatures. Depending on the heater, the heating element and 

the tank size, it may generally need anywhere between 45 minutes to 90 minutes to 

stabilize. During this time each cycle is run in a closed configuration as shown in 

Figure 3.3. This ensures homogenous heating of the system and elimination of cold pipes 

and/or other components. This also mixes the saline water and gives a more accurate 

measurement of saline concentration, which may increase due to evaporation of water from 

the feed especially after long runs.  

The AGMD module is set up first by loosening of the bolt and 

disassembling of the 3 plates of the AGMD module. The membrane is cut to size and placed 

over the feed plate with the membrane side facing the feed channel. The middle plate is 

then gently placed on the top and the raised part of the feed end plate is aligned with the 

debossed part of the middle plate to hold the membrane in place and ensure a tight fit. The 

condensation plate desired is then placed with the modified side downwards towards the 

membrane. The coolant end plate is then placed on top and bolts are tightened. It is 

imperative to check the rubber gasket and replace it when it dries to prevent leaking. The 

system is now ready to be connected to the feed and coolant cycles. Around 5 minute of 

dry operation are required after connecting the module to the cycles before starting 

experiments for the temperature to stabilize. It is recommended not to lift the middle plate 

when changing the condensation plate to preserve the membrane. Membrane preservation 

is important in order to get reliable data. One of the easiest ways to damage MD membrane 

in such a setup and the easiest to overlook is the pressure of the feed cycle. Since the feed 
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is in direct contact with the membrane, high pressure may stretch the membrane rendering 

the results irreproducible if not damaging the membrane and causing product-feed 

contamination. It is important to note that pressure peaks when first operating the pump, 

are the main factor to increased pressure. Relative higher flow rates achieved when using 

smaller pipes may cause an increase in pressure thereby having the same effect. It is 

imperative that several reproducibility tests are made to gain confidence in the setup, 

system performance, and operation. Preferable, such tests should take place on more than 

one day with more than one membrane. 

Product water can be collected from the allocated hole in the module bottom 

with the use of a short flexible pipe placed inside a small collection beaker. This ensures 

that product water is collected and is not evaporated or spilled, as it was observed during 

the initial setting up phase. The beaker is placed on an electronic balance and is connected 

to a computer. The balance itself is placed in an enclosure with an open top to reduce the 

effect of movement around the scale. Shutting off the system is carried out as in the same 

fashion of turning on. A rinse of the feed cycle with the DI water is recommend if the 

system is not to be operated for some time. 

The experiment was carried out in three inclinations where the whole 

module was tilted backwards at an angle of 45 where the condensation late becomes over 
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the membrane and at 135 where the opposite takes place. At a 90 is the control and is the 

inclination or lack of that all experimentation was under unless otherwise stated.  

3.2.7. Analytical and Set Parameters  

Parameters observed and monitored are feed and coolant temperatures, feed 

and coolant flow rates, feed and coolant salinities, and product mass. For the scope of this 

study three experimental temperature groups were investigated with as explained in the 

Table 3.4 below.  

  

Figure 3.15 AGMD inclinations used in the experiment. 45, 90, and 135 left to right.  
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Table 3.4 AGMD experimental parameters. 

 

Parameters 

Temperature 

(C) 

Flow 

(ml/min) 

Salinity 

(g/L) 
Product 

Coolant Feed 
Coolant and 

feed 
Coolant Feed Mass (g) 

Flux 

(LMH) 

E
x
p

er
im

en
t 

A 70 80 

600 0 35 

1min 

recording 

interval  

Calculated 

from mass 
B 60 70 

C 50 60 

 

Coolant and feed temperatures were monitored via thermometers installed 

in the coolant tank, the feed water bath and the feed tank. Feed salinity was constantly 

measured and adjusted as required via the addition of DI water when salt concentration 

increased over 35.5 g/L. Pumps were also calibrated to achieve 600 mL/min as required. 

All tools used are regularly checked for quality re-assurance. 

The experimental matrix to be used for this part of the experiment is shown 

in Table 3.5. 
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Table 3.5 Experimental matrix of reported condensation plate modification experiments. 

 

Condensation plate 

 
Plain 

Sand-

blasted 

Triangle 
Half-

circle Embossed 
Embossed-

debossed 
A B A B 

C
o

a
ti

n
g
 

No coating         

45 

In
clin

a
tio

n
 

Hydrophobic 
A         

B         

Hydrophilic 
A         

B         

No coating         

50C-

60C 

90 

Hydrophobic 
A         

B         

Hydrophilic 
A         

B         

No coating         

60C 

-70C 

Hydrophobic 
A         

B         

Hydrophilic 
A         

B         

No coating         

70C 

-80C 

Hydrophobic 
A         

B         

Hydrophilic 
A         

B         

No coating         

135 
Hydrophobic 

A         

B         

Hydrophilic 
A         

B         
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3.3. AGMD computer modeling and simulation 

3.3.1. Model development 

A 2-Dimentional mathematical model was developed based on the Navier-

Stokes equations as well as heat and mass balances in both the module and membrane 

pores. The steady state temperature profile was analyzed by computational fluid dynamics 

(CFD) coupled with heat and mass transfer while the vapor fluxes were estimated using 

equations based on kinetic theory of gases. The model encompasses transport through the 

membrane pore, and heat and mass transfer across the membrane. 

3.3.1.1. Membrane pore flow 

For an ideal gas passing through membrane idealized vertical pores, there 

may be gas-pore sidewalls collisions as well as gas molecule-gas molecule collision. The 

latter being more significant. However, as the mean free path of the gas, which is the 

average distance travelled by the molecule between collisions becomes comparable to the 

channels size, the gas-pore wall collision becomes more significant. This is assessed by the 

calculation of Knudsen number 𝐾𝑛. Three cases may rise, either a molecular diffusion 

where minimal to no pore wall collision takes place, or a Knudsen diffusion where there is 

primarily gas-pore wall collision, and finally an intermediate state of both molecular-

Knudsen diffusion[122]. The Knudsen number can be calculated using Equation 2.10 and 

Equation 2.11 mentioned previously [123]: 

𝐾𝑛 =


𝑑𝑝
    Equation.2.10  

 =
𝑘𝐵𝑇

√2𝑑𝑒
22

𝑃
    Equation 2.11 
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If 𝐾𝑛 < 0.01 then the diffusion is molecular, if 𝐾𝑛 > 10 then the diffusion 

is considered a Knudsen diffusion. For values  0.01 < 𝐾𝑛 < 10 the diffusion is considered 

a molecular-Knudsen diffusion[124]. We calculated a 𝐾𝑛value of 1.38 thus assume that we 

have a molecular-Knudsen diffusion. 

The mass flux  𝐽, is estimated using [125, 126]: 

𝐽 =
𝑀

𝑟𝑐
2 =

𝐷𝑃

𝑅𝑇𝑚
    Equation 3.1 

Where 

𝐷 =
1

(
1

𝐷𝐾𝐼
+

1

𝐷𝐶𝐼
)
    Equation 3.2 

𝐷𝐾𝐼 =
4𝑟𝑐

3
√

2𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑚

𝑚
    Equation 3.3 

𝐷𝐶𝐼 =
3

8𝑃𝑇𝑑𝑚
2 √

(𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑚)3

2
(

1

𝑚1
+

1

𝑚2
)  Equation 3.4 

𝑑𝑚 =
(𝑑𝑚1+𝑑𝑚2)

2
    Equation 3.5 

Where 𝑀  is the molar flow rate, 𝑟𝑐 is the radius of the pore channel, 𝐷 in 

the molecular-Knudsen diffusion constant,  𝑃 is the vapor pressure difference between 

the pore mouth and its exit, 𝑅 is the universal gas constant, 𝑇𝑚 is the mean of the pore 

inlet and outlet temperatures,  is the pore channel length, 𝐷𝐾𝐼 is the Knudsen constant, 

𝐷𝐶𝐼 is the molecular diffusion coefficient, 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant, 𝑚 is the molar 

mass, 𝑃𝑇 is the pressure inside the pore channel, 𝑑𝑚 is the mean molecular diameter of the 

gas, and 𝑑𝑚1and 𝑑𝑚2 are the molecular diameter of the two components. 
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3.3.1.2. Heat and mass transfer 

If we assume that both feed and permeate sides are incompressible we may 

write[127] 

Conservation of mass 

𝛻 ∙ 𝜌u=0     Equation 3.6 

Conservation of momentum 

𝜕(𝜌u)

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛻(𝜌u∙u)=‐∇P+∇∙μ[∇u+(∇u)𝑻] + 𝜌𝑔  Equation 3.7 

Conservation of energy 

𝜕(𝜌E)

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛻 ∙ [u(𝜌E+P)]=‐∇∙[K∇T+𝜏̿ ∙ u]  Equation 3.8 

Where 𝜌 is the fluid density, u is the velocity vector, 𝑃 is the hydrodynamic 

pressure, μ is the fluid viscosity, 𝑔 is the gravitational acceleration, 𝐸 is the total energy, 

𝐾 is the fluid thermal conductivity, and 𝜏̿ is the stress tensor. 

𝜏̿=[∇u+(∇u)𝑇]    Equation 3.9 

𝐸 = ℎ −
𝑃

𝜌
+

|u|2

2
    Equation 3.10 

ℎ = ∫ 𝐶𝑃∙𝑗𝑑𝑇
𝑇

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
    Equation 3.11 

Where ℎ is the sensible enthalpy. 

Heat transfer through the membrane is governed by: 

𝜕(𝜌ℎ)

𝜕𝑡
= 𝛻 ∙ [𝑘𝑚𝛻𝑇]   Equation 3.12 

Where 𝑘𝑚is the thermal conductivity of the membrane. 
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Heat transfer via conduction and latent heat of evaporation and 

condensation in the membrane and at the condensation is represented by [128]: 

𝑄𝑚 = 𝑘𝑚𝛻𝑇 + 𝐽∆𝐻𝑣   Equation 3.13 

𝑘𝑚 = 1.32 − 0.01   Equation 3.14  

Where ∆𝐻𝑣 is the latent heat of vaporization of seawater. In equation 16 𝑘𝑚 

is calculated as a function of porosity percentage .  

3.3.2. Solution procedure 

Momentum, heat and mass transfer equations were solved using ANSY-

Fluent software using a second order time and space discretization. Temperature 

distribution, flow velocity, and hydrodynamic pressure was simulated at each time step by 

solving equations 3.6-3.12. Feed side vapor pressure that is temperature dependent, was 

calculated by solving the empirical Antoine equation[129]. Differences in pressure and 

vapor flux were simulated at each time step, and resulting flux changes estimated. The 

procedure has been repeated until steady state was achieved. 
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3.4.  Novel Thermocouple Membrane Desalination  

3.4.1. Setup 

The novel thermocouple membrane desalination setup utilizes modular and 

stackable design concept. One module consists of a thermocouple, a thermocouple housing 

(sub-module) and the required piping. Similarly to the AGMD sketch seen in Figure 3.1, 

the MD setup consists of four components, however both the heating and cooling cycles 

are within a single module as seen in Figure 3.16. For the proposed MD module setup to 

operate we require a minimum of two sub-modules adjoined side by side and separated by 

Figure 3.16 Sketch of Single MD Module.  
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the membrane as seen in Figure 3.17. For the scope of this study as a proof of concept only 

two modules will be used and the open ends will be neglected. 

The proposed MD setup differs from the AGMD setup in that only one 

pump is required to circulate the feed, and one digital power supply station to power the 

thermocouple is required (Figure 3.18). 

Figure 3.17 Simple sketch of novel thermocouple MD setup. 
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After initial testing thermocouple failing was observed, especially the cooling 

thermocouple (right thermocouple as per Figure 3.18). It was later concluded that lack of 

heat sink on the hot side of the thermocouple does not allow heat dissipation, causing 

increases in temperatures beyond 100C when applying 5V. This significant heat is then 

transferred by conduction to the cold side, increasing its temperature. This creates a 

thermocouple with two hot sides and eliminates the added value of Peltier’s effect. 

Ultimately, the thermocouple fails and becomes unresponsive. This meant that we should 

Figure 3.18 Detailed sketch of novel thermocouple MD set up as used. 
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utilize both hot ends in the setup mentioned above giving us a new setup as seen below in 

Figure 3.20 and Figure 3.19 

Figure 3.19 Modified detailed novel thermocouple MD setup as used. 

Figure 3.20 Modified Simple sketch of novel thermocouple MD setup. 
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Figure 3.21 Actual novel thermocouple MD module setup as used. 
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3.4.2. Thermocouple MD sub-module design 

The thermocouple MD sub-module was designed as a housing for a 

commercially available thermocouple, where the edges are glued to the module and both 

ends are exposed in order to allow heating and cooling of the feed and condensate 

respectively. Between two active modules a membrane is used to allow water vapor to pass 

from the feed (hot end of one thermocouple) side to the condensation (cold side of the other 

thermocouple) side. For the closed end, a silicon layer is inserted between the active and 

another inactive module, thus separating each compartment. Double layered parafilm 

between each module and the adjacent component –membrane, or silicon end- is sufficient 

Figure 3.22 3D rendering of novel thermocouple MD sub-

module with thermocouple. 
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to seal the sub-modules. Four bolts are used along with butterfly nuts to close the whole 

setup. 

The membrane used for the novel thermocouple MD module was different 

than the one used in Section 3.2. The new membrane which is also commercially available, 

displays the properties indicated in Table 3.6. The switch of membranes took place due to 

availability of the new membrane compared to the one used before; and since there were 

Figure 3.24 Cross section of 3D rendering of novel thermocouple MD sub-module. 

Figure 3.23 3D rendering of novel thermocouple MD sub-module without thermocouple. 
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no comparative analysis between the two methods, change of membrane had no effect on 

the data analyzed. 

Table 3.6 Properties of membrane used in the novel thermocouple MD setup. 

Parameter Value 

Average pore size 0.20 m 

Porosity 39.6% 

Thickness 0.1 m 

Liquid entry pressure 6.4 bar 

Active area 

(relative to module used) 
0.0011m2 
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3.4.3.  Experimental Approach 

For this set up, heating and cooling will be done by the thermocouple after 

power is delivered. DC voltage is going to be set by a power supply unit and product water 

will be collected in a collection vessel. However, due to the small flux output observed, 

product mass will be measured once after a priori set time rather than via automated 

recording to reduce possible error. The system will also run until stabilized prior to data 

collection. 

To administer the experiment, three MD sub-modules each utilizing three 

thermocouples are required. The first one acts as an end cap and orientation does not matter. 

However, for symmetry considerations, the cold side is set to the inside and all subsequent 

sub-modules will follow this orientation. A solid silicon rubber membrane acting as an 

endplate will be placed between the first thermocouple MD sub-module and the middle 

thermocouple MD sub-module. Two parafilm cutouts equal to the module surface area 

(hollowed in the middle) should be used between the first sub-module and the silicon end 

plate, and between the silicon endplate and the middle sub-module. Between the sub-

middle and last sub-modules, a membrane will be placed with the permeate side facing the 

middle plate (cold side). The same previously mentioned dual layer parafilm cutouts will 

be placed between the membrane and sub-modules on both ends. Bolts and butterfly knots 

will be tightened to secure the whole module, which will be later glued all around to secure 

any possible leaks. Feed should enter from the top of the hot side of the middle sub-module 

(towards the inactive end plate), reach the bottom then to the bottom of the hot side of the 

last sub-module, and finally out from the top of the feed side of the last sub-module. 
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Permeate should be collected from the bottom of the middle sub-module cold side every 

set period of time (thirty minutes). 

Due to high thermocouple sensitivity and continuous burning, special 

arrangement was taken to carry the experiment. Feed entering the module will be preheated 

to compensate the failed thermocouple, and power will be supplied to the functioning unit 

alone. The system will run as if both thermocouples are functioning, and data will be 

presented as such. First, the water cycle will be turned on until system is stabilized. 

Required power will be supplied to the thermocouple, and continuous monitoring of 

temperatures will be conducted until a stable steady temperature is reached. Once 

temperatures are stable, flux measurements will be recorded every thirty minutes to avoid 

error in reading due to low flux. We should note that when the power is supplied at low to 

no flux, the thermocouple will burn sometimes after start of experiments (depending on 

supplied power). 

3.4.4. Analytical and Set Parameters 

It was possible to measure and record feed temperature, while the coolant 

temperature was very hard to be so due to the low permeate production, in addition to the 

inability to insert a temperature sensor in the condensation side. Delivered power applied 

through the power supply was set to 5V, 8V, 10V, and 12 V, that resulted in the 

thermocouple module achieving temperatures of 26.2 C, 33.6 C, 41.9 C, and 48.45 C 

during the test runs. Main outcome monitored was flux calculated from a full run of 30 

minutes to reduce the possibility of errors. 
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4. Results and Discussion 

4.1. Summary 

In this chapter, the results of the experiments explained in the previous 

chapter are reported and then discussed and argued. First starting with the condensation 

plate modification where the experiment was divided into part A and part B. Part A contains 

the results from testing plain (reference), sand-blasted, triangle A and half-circle A 

condensation plates, while part B contains the results from testing plain (reference), 

embossed, embossed-debossed, triangle B, and half-circle B condensation plates. Part A 

also utilizes the results from a method to coat the plain condensation plate to become 

hydrophilic or hydrophobic, and part B utilized a different approach for the coating of all 

plates to be either hydrophilic or superhydrophobic. After this part, simulated data were 

analyzed and used to confirm experimental findings with some arguments set forth in the 

condensation plate studies part. The last part pertains to the novel thermocouple MD 

process where the preliminary data were analyzed and discussed. Some mathematical 

calculation of thermal efficiency were presented and explained.  

4.2. AGMD Condensation Plate Modification  

In these studies, the aim was to observe effect of condensation plate 

modifications, morphological and/or surface characteristics on flux, therefore, plates were 

modified by three factors; a) surface shape, b) surface-water contact property, and c) 

module tilt. This allows the observation of the smallest change of the affected parameter, 

vapor flux, as a response to minimal surface modification of the condensation plate. Flux 

is a function of mass transfer directly. Water vapor flux through the membrane is controlled 
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by three factors, water vapor flux through the membrane, water vapor passage through the 

air gap and water vapor condensation over the condensation plate. The focus here is to 

study the effect of the condensation plate on flux which could be interlinked with the gap 

width as in Figure 4.1. The actual condensation step is a function of mass flux through the 

membrane, condensation type, plate surface characteristics, and how the product water is 

collected. Assuming equal mass transfer and collection mechanism, the manipulations of 

the condensation stage will be considered as variable. The condensation stage can be 

divided into two parts, the actual condensation, the process of water vapor phase shift from 

gas to liquid which is a function of water vapor heat transfer onto the condensation plate, 

and the second part being the passage of condensate to the collection point, a function of 

the physical and electrostatic forces at play between the air gap, the condensation plate, 

possibly the membrane, and the module as a whole on the condensate. For simplicity, we 

will group the latter part into one term and call it “water expulsion”. Following that logic, 

each modification will have an effect on water vapor condensation, and/or water expulsion, 

the extent and characteristics observed effects will be discussed below. Experiments were 

performed as per the experimental matrix discussed previously in Table 3.5 and are 

classified into two groups, part A, experiments using one coating method 3.2.4 and the 

Figure 4.1 Heat and mass transfer in an AGMD module as illustrated by Warsinger et al. [12] . 
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following condensation plates: plain (reference point), sand-blasted, triangle A and half-

circle A in reference to the set parameters in Table 3.4. All experiments were repeated in 

triplicate. In the other part, part B, using the second coating method on the following 

condensation plates: plain (reference point), triangle B, half-circle B, embossed and 

embossed-debossed condensation plates. 

4.2.1.  Part A plates: 

4.2.1.1. Mean temperature differences studies at 90 inclination  

 The first reported experiment took place as shown below in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 Experemental procedure for AGMD condesation plate modification studies at 50C coolant and 60C feed. 

 

Parameter 

Temperature 

(C) 

Flow 

(ml/min) 

Salinity 

(g/L) 
Product 

Coolant Feed 
Coolant 

and feed 
Coolant Feed 

Mass 

(g) 

Flux 

(LMH) 

P
la

in
 

No coating 

50 60 600 0 35 
1minute 

recording 

interval 

 

Calculated 

per 

5minutes 

from mass 

 

Super-

hydrophobic 

Super-

hydrophilic 

Triangle 

Half-circle 

Average flux data from experimental conditions shown in Table 4.1 are 

reported in Table 4.2, where they were later plotted in Figure 4.2 with standard deviation 
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error bars as calculated from the triplicate runs. What we observe directly is a trend of 

decrease in flux when coating the material by both hydrophilic and hydrophobic coatings 

along with increased flux with triangle, half-circle and sand-blast modifications in this 

mentioned order to a point higher than that of the control. 

Table 4.2 flux results as per Table 4.1. 

 

Parameter 

Temperature 

(C) 

Flow 

(ml/min) 

Salinity 

(g/L) 
Product 

Coolant Feed 
Coolant 

and feed 
Coolant Feed Flux (LMH) 

P
la

in
 

No coating 

50 60 600 0 35 

1.59 

Super-

hydrophobic 
1.47 

Super-

hydrophilic 
1.49 

Triangle A 2.12 

Half-circle A 1.87 

Sand-blasted 1.81 
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Examining the above found data, the flux collected, although representative 

and show viable trends, is too low to make sound judgment and conclusions. Therefore, 

the experiments listed in Table 4.1 were repeated at a higher mean temperature difference 

while maintaining the same temperature difference (i.e., a change of coolant and feed 

temperatures from 50 C and 60 C respectively, and to 60 C and 70 C respectively). The 

following data were collected in Table 4.3 and represented in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.2 Flux data from AGMD module at 50C coolant, 60 C feed, 90 angle of inclination. 
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Table 4.3 Flux results after changing coolant and feed temperatures to 60C and 70C. 

 

Parameter 

Temperature 

(C) 

Flow 

(ml/min) 

Salinity 

(g/L) 
Product 

Coolant Feed 
Coolant 

and feed 
Coolant Feed Flux (LMH) 

P
la

in
 

No coating 

60 70 600 0 35 

2.67 

Super-

hydrophobic 2.48 

Super-

hydrophilic 
2.47 

Triangle A 3.23 

Half-circle A 3.12 

Sand-blasted 2.56 
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Figure 4.3 Flux data from AGMD module at 60C coolant, 70 C feed, 90 angle of inclination. 
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We notice a 68% increase in control flux and almost all other flux data while 

maintaining trends observed in Figure 4.2 except for a slight decrease in the sand-blasted 

plate in comparison with the plain plate. This change may be due to an error within the 

error bar range, and should be observed. If observed relationship are steady and 

proportional, we expect in repeating the experiment with an even higher mean temperature 

difference, an increase proportional to that observed between Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, 

while maintaining observed trends. Concurrence of trends will affirm the change noticed 

and confirm the trend line. It may also give indications to the reasoning behind the observed 

trend line.  

Table 4.4 Flux results after changing coolant and feed temperatures to 70C and 80C. 

 

Parameter 

Temperature 

(C) 

Flow 

(ml/min) 

Salinity 

(g/L) 
Product 

Coolant Feed 
Coolant 

and feed 
Coolant Feed Flux (LMH) 

P
la

in
 

No coating 

70 80 600 0 35 

3.45 

Super-

hydrophobic 3.12 

Super-

hydrophilic 
3.22 

Triangle A 4.12 

Half-circle A 4.23 

Sand-blasted 3.60 
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As predicted, the same trend observed in both Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 is 

observed in Figure 4.4 with a general increase of about 30%. However, an increase in the 

half-circle plate is seen.  
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Figure 4.4 Flux data from AGMD module at 70 C coolant, 80C feed, 90 angle of inclination. 
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Figure 4.5 above shows the resulting flux from all three previously 

mentioned experiments, were the trends are more viable and similar in all three 

experiments. Figure 4.6, shows the flux per 5 minutes as collected, where we see more 

visible fluctuations at 50C of coolant temperature and at 60C of feed temperature. This 

is expected as a result of low flux and module design. With smaller flux, more vapor needs 

to be condensed and expelled to be later drained from the drain hole at the bottom of the 

flat module base. This further supports the usage of a higher temperature difference. Even 
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Figure 4.5 Flux data for AGMD module for all temperature variations at 90 inclination. 
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though fluctuation is present, deviation from the average flux is low, and more deviation 

is observed with higher flux.  

When reviewing the three cases reported in Figure 4.2, Figure 4.3, and 

Figure 4.4 as summarized in Figure 4.5, an argument behind the reduction of flux in the 

Figure 4.6 Flux data per 5minutes as collected for all temperature variations at 90 inclination. 
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hydrophilic coated plate may be attributed to the properties of the mentioned plate coating 

on the condensation process. As the water vapor condenses on the plate, a thin film of water 

is formed due to the attractive forces and low contact angle on the condensation plate, 

resulting in condensation plate wetting. This film-wise condensation resists thermal 

conduction onto the condensation plates because of the low conducting barrier which is 

formed between the water vapor and the condensation plate, thereby negatively affecting 

flux. It is imperative to note that the main limiting factor in an AGMD is the air gap’s 

resistance to mass transfer. In the module used, we were technically limited to 6 mm of air 

gap, and we have also observed membrane deflection towards the air gap, which occurs 

only once during the initiation run of a fresh membrane. During the first run of a fresh 

membrane, there were always fluctuations preceding a steady state, which is a normal 

occurrence in almost any initiation stage. What was irregular, was the flux variance of more 

than 50% when using different cuts of the same membrane material. Initial thoughts were 

related to the membrane heterogeneity, however with close examination during plate 

changes and membrane changes, membrane deflection was observed. A maximum 

deflection of 2.5 mm was calculated from the shape of a membrane which results in an 

effective air gap size of 4.5 mm. This agrees with the difference observed in flux and was 

acknowledged as the reason for flux variation during the initiation stage. In trying to avoid 

this fluctuation, support material (spacers) were tested behind the membrane to no effect. 

Multiple new fresh membrane cuts were used, and some were also tightly fastened by tape 

on the module. Nonetheless, a deflection was still observed. It was concluded that 

deflection is inevitable, and flux data for the same membrane do not change after the post-

initiation steady state even after prolonged trials and on and off experimentation. As a 
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result, extensive care was taken during experimental runs and plate changes not to damage 

the membrane and maintain usage of a single membrane throughout reported experiments 

to be cross-analyzed. 

Moving back to the reduction of flux on the hydrophobic condensation 

plate, the process of condensation here is opposite to that on the hydrophilic condensation 

plate. In the hydrophobic condensation plate, the contact angle between the water vapor 

and hydrophobic plate is high, thus water in contact with the condensation plate’s surface 

is low, especially at small drop sizes. However, with a small drop-wise condensation, the 

number of droplets may be very high increasing the total condensation plate surface area 

in contact with the water droplets. The rolling of the condensate in drop-wise condensation, 

is a function of the droplet size, the gravitational pull acting upon it, and the contact angle. 

Since gravitational pull is constant for one module inclination, as the contact angle 

increase, the size of the roll off size of the droplet reduces, and vice versa. However, if the 

air gap was lower, water vapor molecules will accumulate faster in the air gap, since mass 

transfer is constant and area of the air gap is smaller. This accumulation allows faster water 

droplet formation, in turn increasing thermal transfer rates and rolling off, facilitating even 

more condensation. This ultimately, may result in a flux pattern in agreement to what has 

been researched and proposed by Warsinger et al. where he was able to achieve a minimum 

air gap of 0.7mm [110]. 

The triangle and half-circle condensation plates have two properties that 

makes them unique compared to the sand-blasted, plane and coated plates. They 40% and 

48% have more surface area respectively, and a reduction in air gap by 1 mm. Both factors 

agree with the increased flux observed throughout the experiments. What is not clear, is 
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why the triangle plate showing better performance even though the surface area is 6 % less 

than the half-circle. The only difference between both plates, are the edges, where one is 

rounded and the other one is pointed. In reference to work published by Bai et al. and Ju 

et al. on cacti and fog collection, they reported that the micro turbulence created by the 

cacti needles, increase water droplet deposition [130, 131]. Comparatively to the 

phenomenon present in cacti needles, the pointed tips of the triangle may have created 

micro turbulence similar to that observed in cacti needles. Argument supporting this 

reasoning is that even though a lower surface area for condensation was present on the 

triangle condensation plate, flux increase difference was higher by 14 % in favor of the 

triangle condensation plate in the first experiment at 50 C coolant and 60 C feed 

compared to the half-circle condensation plate. Subsequent increase in flux difference to 1 

% at 60 C coolant and 70 C feed, then a relative decrease of 4 % compared to the half-

circle plate in the last experiment at 70 C coolant and 80 C feed, maybe considered as a 

result of the reduction of added benefit of micro turbulences compared to that of surface 

area, resulting in the pattern observed above. We may infer that for a smaller flux, pointed 

protrusion are better than surface area for water droplet deposition onto the plates. There 

is also the case of morphology, where the shape of the gap between the triangles and half-

circle play another role. If we look at the representation below (Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7), 

we can notice a bigger gap between the walls in contact with the condensate in the triangle 

plate. This will result in higher repulsion which is more observed in lower flux rates. As 
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the flux increases, the surface area available for condensation on the half-circle overcomes 

this negative effect. 

As for the sand-blasted plate, we see a relative increase in flux comparing 

to that of the control. Rough micro scale edges produced by the sanding process produce 

increased surface area, reduce the contact angle naturally observed in the material, and may 

Figure 4.7. A superimposed image of the 

half-circle area over the triangle area in 

proportion to the actual condensation 

plates.  

Figure 4.8 An actual representation of the gap difference for the same point as found between both triangle and 

half-circle plates annotated by arrows of similar dimensions. 
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also show similar turbulence as explained previously but on a much smaller scale. All this 

will result in a positive effect on flux when water vapor flux is low. However, when water 

vapor flux increases, the rough surface may be covered by the condensate, thus reducing 

added benefit from increased surface area and possible turbulence across the plate, making 

the plate of comparable flux to that of control plate. 

4.2.1.2. Module inclination studies 

The same experiment reported in Table 4.4 was conducted at an inclination 

of 45 where the condensation plate is over the membrane as reported previously in Chapter 

3. The results are presented in Table 4.5 and in Figure 4.9. It is important to note that 

membrane change was inevitable, and will be addressed later on. 
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Table 4.5 Flux results after changing coolant and feed temperatures to 70C and 80C and inclination to 45. 

 

Parameter 

Temperature 

(C) 

Flow 

(ml/min) 

Salinity 

(g/L) Module 

inclination 

Product 

Coolant Feed 
Coolant 

and feed 
Coolant Feed 

Flux 

(LMH) 

P
la

in
 

No coating 

70 80 600 0 35 45 

2.70 

Super-

hydrophobic 3.13 

Super-

hydrophilic 
2.76 

Triangle A 3.50 

Half-circle A 3.10 

Sand-blasted 3.40 
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Figure 4.9 Flux data from AGMD module at 70 C coolant, 80C feed, 45 angle of inclination. 
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A different control flux is observed here as compared to that represented in Figure 4.4, 

along with a different trend as compared to previosuly reported. Both coated surfaces had 

a higher flux as compared to the control, which was not noticed before. The triangle plate 

had a noticeably higher flux as compared to that of a half-circular plate, and the sand-

blasted plate also showed much higher flux in comparison to the control plate.  

Tilting the module the opposite way to 135 where the membrane is over 

the condensation plate produce results which are presented below in Table 4.6 and 

Figure 4.10. 

Table 4.6 Flux results after changing coolant and feed temperatures to 70C and 80C and inclination to 135. 

 

Parameter 

Temperature 

(C) 

Flow 

(ml/min) 

Salinity 

(g/L) Module 

inclination 

Product 

Coolant Feed 
Coolant 

and feed 
Coolant Feed 

Flux 

(LMH) 

P
la

in
 

No coating 

70 80 600 0 35 135 

2.70 

Super-

hydrophobic 3.13 

Super-

hydrophilic 
2.76 

Triangle A 3.50 

Half-circle A 3.10 

Sand-blasted 3.40 
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The trend depicted in Figure 4.9 is also observed in Figure 4.10 where the 

coated plates had higher fluxes than previously noted at no inclination (90 angle). The 

morphologically modified plates also showed similar trends (an increase flux for both 

triangle and sand-blasted plates with a flux reduction in the half-circle plate). 
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Figure 4.10 Flux data from AGMD module at 70 C coolant, 80C feed, 135 angle of inclination. 
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Figure 4.11 Flux data for all inclination studies at 70C coolant and 80C feed. 
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Reviewing the above represented data, and looking at the process, we can 

see two aspects resulting in the reported data. The first foremost being the membrane 

change and secondly the inclination of the module and resulting effect on the factors 

affecting the expulsion forces as dubbed previously. When we address replacement of the 
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Figure 4.12 Flux data per 5 minutes as collected for all inclination studies at 70C coolant and 80C feed. 
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membrane and its effect on the results of inclination changes on flux compared to that of 

the control at 90 of inclination, it certainly will not be possible to compare the results in 

terms of flux because of effective air gap difference. However, the trends observed will 

most likely not change, this can be seen when comparing each experimental parameter to 

corresponding control value. By normalizing the flux in each set parameter to its respective 

control (the plain condensation plate) any trend within the group will be visible and may 

be cross-examined with the other set parameters to see if the trends remain the same or 

change. Figure 4.13 shows normalized flux data where we do indeed observe repeated 

general trends. Factors affecting flux will be addressed here, however, the factors affected 

by inclinations are considered assumptions until reexamined as will be in part B plate 

experiments.  
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The second factor affecting the data mentioned is the module inclinations 

in which phase shift process and thermal conductivity remain constant which means the 

condensation part is unchanged in principle. What is changed is the gravitation force acting 

upon mass transfer and more prominently on the condensate-condensation plate surface 

interaction. When the condensation plate is under the membrane (135 inclination), 

gravitation pull is towards the plate and the drain and as such, condensate will move 

relatively slower than in the control 90 inclination. This means that more water is present 

on the condensation plate thereby lowering thermal conduction and, leading to a lower 

subsequent condensation. When the plate is over the membrane (45), the opposite occurs, 

where gravitation pull acts away from the condensation plate and toward the drain. This, 

similarly to the other inclination, results in a lower overall gravitation pull to the drain. 

There is also the movement of water vapor upwards which will be met with resistance even 

if limited and low. The overall observed trend is reduction due to reduced expulsion forces.  

However, when we look at the coated condensation plates, we see a 

different case in the hydrophilic condensation plate, where increase of flux is observed. In 

the case of 45 inclination, while the condensation plate is over the membrane, the thin 

film is pulled downwards while attractive hydrophilic forces pull it upwards towards the 

condensation plate. This results in a thicker condensate film compared to that present in 

the respective control. We have observed films up to 2 mm thickness from previous 

practical experience and, as simulated by the model proposed by Alsaadi et al. (see 

Figure 4.14), we can assert this claim [21]. Within the module, it is hard to photograph the 

condensation film but the increased flux is evident. With the opposite inclination of 135, 

as condensate moves relatively slow towards the collection point, the same increase in film 
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thickness takes place, in turn increasing the flux. The flux is increased to a higher extent as 

compared to the case of 45 inclination where we assume water film thickness is higher 

due to the mentioned forces pulling down. The resulting effective air gap may be calculated 

from the simulated data that will be reported later in Section4.3. 

In the case of super hydrophobic coated condensation plate, with reduced 

contact angle, we will have faster rolling of the condensate, therefore freeing the 

condensation plate’s surface for more condensation to occur. As a result, a negative effect 

of the inclination will be balanced to be more comparable with the control none-coated 

condensation plate. 

As expected in the case of the triangle plate, increased flux is observed in a 

proportion to the cumulative effects of material hydrophobicity, surface area and 
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Figure 4.14 Results of simulated AGMD process as per used parameters utilizing the model proposed by Alsaadi et al. 
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turbulence. The half-circle plate, on the other hand shows reduced flux in both cases. This 

may be attributed to the smaller free area in the gaps between the half-circles (Figure 4.7). 

As opposite, in the case of the 135 inclination, more area of the condensation plate is 

covered as a result of reduced expulsion rate so that the active surface area available for 

condensation is low, similar to that of the control plate. In the case of 45 inclination, when 

the condensation plate is over the membrane, material hydrophobicity overcomes reduced 

expulsion forces and the gaps become less filled, thereby increasing active surface area and 

corresponding permeate flux. 

As noted earlier, the argument for the reduced benefit of surface area to flux 

observed as water vapor flux increase, does not contradict what is observed here. The sand-

blasted plate shows very slight hydrophilic properties which mean film-wise condensation 

will most likely occur and thus follow the same reason and logic as was argued for the 
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Figure 4.15 Flux data from all experiments in part A plates. 
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hydrophilic coating. The rough surface may contribute to increased film thickness, and 

reduced hydrophilicity may contribute to faster condensate expulsion since the water 

attracting forces are weaker. 

Figure 4.15 is a representation of the flux data as collected without 

normalization. 

4.2.2. Part B plates 

The experimental reason behind part B is divided into four reasons. The first 

is to utilize the same membrane throughout in all experimental runs. This will give a 

uniform floor for comparative analysis between all the tested plates taking into account the 

observations seen in results of part A. The second reason is the use of more stable coating 

procedure, where the same material is used for both hydrophilic and superhydrophobic 

cases. The third reason pertains to the shape of the triangle and half-circle plates. A possible 

reason for the instability of the previous coating was the compactness of shapes over the 

condensation plate. Therefore as suggested by the surface scientist (Dr. Young Jin), the 

space between each triangle and half-circle was increased in their respective plates. 

Another reason why both shapes were spread further, is to reduce the effect of gap flooding 

as shown in Figure 4.8, so that we may look at the effect of shape and surface area without 

interference of other variables. The last reason is to reconfirm the trends observed in part 

A. This may be achieved if the same tends are observed in flux data from part B as those 

shown in part A. 
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Table 4.7 Experimental parameters for Part B plates to be performed at 90 of inclination. 

 

Parameter 

Temperature 

(C) 

Flow 

(ml/min) 

Salinity 

(g/L) 
Product 

Coolant Feed 
Coolant 

and feed 

Coolan

t 
Feed Mass (g) 

Flux 

(LMH) 

P
la

in
 

Super-

hydrophilic 

70 80 600 0 35 

1minute 

recording 

interval  

Calculated 

per 5 

minutes 

from mass 

 

No coating 

Super-

hydrophobic 

E
m

b
o

ss
ed

 

Super-

hydrophilic 

No coating 

Super-

hydrophobic 

E
m

b
o

ss
ed

-

d
eb

o
ss

e
d

 

Super-

hydrophilic 

No coating 

Super-

hydrophobic 
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The above table, Table 4.7, has been repeated for a module inclination of 

45 and 135 at the same parameters noted earlier.  
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Table 4.8 Flux data reported for experimental analysis of prat B plates at 90  and stated parameters. 

 

Parameter 

Temperature 

(C) 

Flow 

(ml/min) 

Salinity 

(g/L) Module 

inclination 

Product 

Coolant Feed 
Coolant 

and feed 
Coolant Feed Flux (LMH) 

P
la

in
 

Super-

hydrophilic 

70 80 600 0 35 90 

2.80 

No coating 2.83 

Super-

hydrophobic 
2.61 

E
m

b
o

ss
ed

 

Super-

hydrophilic 
3.25 

No coating 3.31 

Super-

hydrophobic 
2.98 

E
m

b
o
ss

ed
-

d
eb

o
ss

e
d

 

Super-

hydrophilic 
3.46 

No coating 3.03 

Super-

hydrophobic 
3.10 

T
ri

a
n

g
le

 B
 Super-

hydrophilic 
2.80 

No coating 2.86 

Super-

hydrophobic 
2.66 

H
a

lf
-c

ir
cl

e 
B

 Super-

hydrophilic 
3.03 

No coating 2.82 

Super-

hydrophobic 
2.79 
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We observe from Figure 4.16 an increase of flux in the embossed plate in 

all cases as compared to the reference plain plate at each stage. However, the embossed-

debossed plate is observed to have higher flux when coated by either super hydrophobic or 

super hydrophilic coatings compared to both plain plate and embossed plate, and a reduced 

relative flux as compared to the embossed plate but still higher than that in the plain plate. 

The triangle plate, showed unchanged flux results that were comparable to that of the 

control. The half-circle showed an increase of flux in both cases of super hydrophobic and 

hydrophilic coatings, but a reduced effect when no coating was applied. 
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Figure 4.16 Representation of flux data from Table 4.8, 90 inclination at 70C coolant and 80C feed. 
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Table 4.9 Flux data reported for experimental analysis of prat B plates at 45  and stated parameters. 

 

Parameter 

Temperature 

(C) 

Flow 

(ml/min) 

Salinity 

(g/L) Module 

inclination 

Product 

Coolant Feed 
Coolant 

and feed 
Coolant Feed Flux (LMH) 

P
la

in
 

Super-

hydrophilic 

70 80 600 0 35 90 

2.78 

No coating 2.78 

Super-

hydrophobic 
2.46 

E
m

b
o

ss
ed

 

Super-

hydrophilic 
3.20 

No coating 3.14 

Super-

hydrophobic 
2.71 

E
m

b
o
ss

ed
-

d
eb

o
ss

e
d

 

Super-

hydrophilic 
3.43 

No coating 3.08 

Super-

hydrophobic 
3.35 

T
ri

a
n

g
le

 B
 Super-

hydrophilic 
2.94 

No coating 2.86 

Super-

hydrophobic 
2.92 

H
a

lf
-c

ir
cl

e 
B

 Super-

hydrophilic 
2.97 

No coating 2.92 

Super-

hydrophobic 
2.76 
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Looking at data represented in Figure 4.17, we see a general trend except in 

the case of superhydrophobic embossed-debossed at 45 plate where we see a big increase 

in flux as compared to the plain plate in the same position. The half-circle plate also 

produced lower relative flux to that of the triangle plate but still larger than that of plain 

condensation plate. The half-circle plate also produced lower relative flux as compared to 

the triangle plate with no coating. 
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Figure 4.17 Representation of flux data from Table 4.9, 45 inclination at 70C coolant and 80C feed. 
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Table 4.10 Flux data reported for experimental analysis of prat B plates at 135  and stated parameters. 

 

Parameter 

Temperature 

(C) 

Flow 

(ml/min) 

Salinity 

(g/L) Module 

inclination 

Product 

Coolant Feed 
Coolant 

and feed 
Coolant Feed Flux (LMH) 

P
la

in
 

No coating 

70 80 600 0 35 90 

2.70 

Super-

hydrophobic 
2.74 

Super-

hydrophilic 
2.71 

E
m

b
o

ss
ed

 No coating 3.18 

Super-

hydrophobic 
3.21 

Super-

hydrophilic 
3.08 

E
m

b
o
ss

ed
-

d
eb

o
ss

e
d

 No coating 3.26 

Super-

hydrophobic 
3.22 

Super-

hydrophilic 
3.29 

T
ri

a
n

g
le

 B
 No coating 2.79 

Super-

hydrophobic 
2.78 

Super-

hydrophilic 
2.62 

H
a

lf
-c

ir
cl

e 
B

 

No coating 3.03 

Super-

hydrophobic 
2.67 

Super-

hydrophilic 
2.87 
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In the last reported data set of part B, we see the same general increase in 

flux with embossed and embossed-debossed condensation plates as compared to the data 

shown previously. The reduction of flux without coating in the embossed-debossed 

condensation plate compared to the embossed condensation plate was not present, where 

similar flux data between the previously mentioned plates were observed. The triangle 

condensation plate data remains similar to that of the plain plate, and the half-circle showed 

increase flux in both hydrophilic and super hydrophobic coatings. The half-circle plate also 

showed reduction of flux when no coating was present comparable to that of the reference 

plain condensation plate, but this is it attributed to an error as it is a very improbable 

outcome. 
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Figure 4.18 Representation of flux data from Table 4.10, 135 inclination at 70C coolant and 80C feed. 
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As per the results above, we find that the hydrophilic coated plates in 

general show an increased flux as compared to other plates and as shown in Figure 4.21. 

The thin film condensation helps to reduce air gap thereby overcoming its resistance and 
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Figure 4.20 Flux data for all part B plates grouped by condensation plate type. 
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Figure 4.19 Flux data for all plates in part B studies grouped by experimental parameter. 
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increasing flux. However, the increase in flux can be seen at a lower magnitude compared 

to that in part A. Argument for this observation is in the contact angle, where the only 

difference between both set of experiments is the contact angle, as mentioned in Table 3.3 

at 25 for part A plates and 10 for part B plates. We assume a thinner film as the attractive 

forces are higher with the reduced contact angle. So there must be an optimum contact 

angle for increased thin film size, which should be studied and further looked into. 

In the case of superhydrophobic plates, the same trend from part A (but to 

lesser extent compared to the hydrophilic coating) is also observed. In 45 inclination, the 

triangle condensation plate showed higher flux compared to that of the half-circle. This 

observation does not contradict the general trend of higher flux from the half-circle 

condensation plate. However, taking the standard deviation calculations into account, the 

flux observed with the triangle plate may fall behind that of the half-circle which is the 

more accurate outcome. 

The no coating studies showed similar trend lines for every case agreeing 

and confirming all the points mentioned earlier. However, a very strange and unanswerable 

outcome of higher flux in the embossed condensation plate compared to that of the 

embossed-debossed condensation plate was observed. No answer was found for this 

phenomenon, and the author strongly suggests further extensive investigation to fully 

understand the process at hand. It is imperative to note, that the equivalent plate thickness 

of the triangle condensation plate is calculated at 0.164 mm. This number is a 

representation of the total volume of the triangles on the plate over the active surface area 

of the same plate. At such a small added value, it is no wonder why the triangle plates 
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shown no significant benefit to the flux, compared to the half-circle plate which had an 

equivalent plate thickness of 0.490 mm. More explanation will follow later in Section 4.3. 

We can conclude from analysis of part B results that the reasoning given in 

part A is confirmed and two aspects should be looked into. The first is the effect of the 

condensation plate surface contact angle and its relation to thin film thickness and flux, and 

the phenomenon observed between the embossed and embossed-debossed plates with no 

coating.  

Figure 4.21 shows a contour representation of the plain condensation plate 

to confirm flux behavior with respect to both surface coating and module inclination. It 

further supports the claim that the flux increases as you go to the super hydrophilic coating. 

The embossed condensation plate contour representation confirms general trends as 

observed in the plain condensation plate.  
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Figure 4.21 Contour representation of flux using plain condensation plate, left, and embossed condensation plate, 

right. 
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To further analyze the effect of thermal conductivity on condensation and 

to confirm that increased thermal conductivity is not the limiting factor affecting flux, 

different condensation plate materials were tested to observe the effect of added 

conductivity. In Figure 4.22, we have observed no measurable difference even though the 

conductivity was very different, this only confirms the increase in thermal conductivity 

might not promote a flux increase, because in this case the air gap is the limiting factor. If 

we have a reduced air gap, then the flux will surely be affected. It does not go without 

saying that there is a limit where if thermal conductivity of the condensation plate fall 

below, flux will assuredly be affected as it will become the limiting factor and not the air 

gap. 

We may conclude from Section 4.2 that overall less than 90 of inclination 

where the condensation plate is over the membrane, is more favorable at higher 
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Figure 4.22 Flux data for different material at an air gap of 4.5mm. 
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hydrophilicity as it reduces air gap in case of the thin film condensation. We may also 

conclude that tightly packed pointed shapes at low flux have an increased benefit over that 

of the surface area, and that surface area is transferred to higher water vapor flux. 

Hydrophobic coatings, on the other hand, do not perform when the air gaps favoring have 

smaller air gaps instead. 

4.3. Simulation of AGMD 

The simulation of flux data for the AGMD was carried out in a 2-

diomensional process. Using processes and formulas annotated earlier in Section 3.3, we 

gained information that help confirm the produced outcome. A 2-dimensional 

mathematical representation of the AGMD process assumes water vapor flux through the 

membrane and subsequent condensation. It however, does not take into account the water 

expulsion forces, explained before in Section 4.2, and their role in the condensation 

phenomenon. As a result, we cannot compare the results from coated condensation plates. 

However, the effect of thin film condensation on air gap thickness may be inferred from 

some calculation as will be shown below. In addition to not calculating the condensation 

phenomenon, the 2-dimensional model does not take into account the morphological 

structure of the condensation plate. To overcome this shortcoming, we have utilized an 

equivalent condensation plate thickness, which represents the distribution of the total 

volume of shapes on the condensation plate over the surface area, averaging height 

differences to one uniform thickness. Using this equivalent condensation plate thickness, 

may give more insight into the observed flux especially with the differences observed in 

part B triangle and half-circle plates. A 3-dimensional mathematical model for the AGMD 

process will help overcome this limitation, however it requires extensive theoretical and 
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mathematical analyses beyond the scope of this dissertation. Currently the condensation 

phenomenon is being mathematically modeled in-house, and we hope to see the results 

soon.  

The results from the simulation in Figure 4.23, show the effect of air gap on 

flux. This simulation supports the argument of membrane deflection and thin film thickness 

effects on flux. As both deflection and thin film condensation reduce the air gap, thus 

increasing the flux as per Figure 4.23. We have had a maximum deflection of 2.5mm 

corresponding to a predicted flux of 4.12LMH and a maximum thin film of 2mm 

corresponding to a flux of 3.66LMH, jointly creating a maximum flux of 8.73LMH at an 

effective gap width of 1.5mm. Realistically, in part A the gap width corresponds to a 

deflection of 1.72mm based on the 3.45LMH flux, while in part B, the deflection calculated 

was at 0.65mm at 2.83LMH. The table below further confirm the results and conclusion of 
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Figure 4.23 Simulation data for gap width vs. flux with added points for altered condensation plate length. 
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increased benefit of tringles plate A compared to triangle plate B due to the increased 

equivalent plate thickness. The added number of triangles further increased the benefit and 

thus the difference in flux between calculated and attained is bigger for part A compared 

to part B results.  

Table 4.11 Mathematical calculations of expected flux by utilizing the equivalent plate thickness for triangle 

condensation plates. 

 
Equivalent plate 

thickness (MM) 

Flux (LMH) 

Reference 

plate 
Actual Calculated Difference 

Triangle A 1.545 3.45 4.12 3.89 0.23 

Triangle B 1.163 2.83 2.86 2.91 0.05 

 The same method can be used to predict condensate thin film thickness, in 

Table 4.12 an estimation of the thickness was calculated which supports the argument of 

higher thin film thickness with gravitation pull as noted previously. 
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Table 4.12 Condensate thin film thickness calculations for hydrophilic plate in part A. 

 

Flux (LMH) Calculated parameter (mm) 

Reference 

plate 
Actual 

Membrane 

deflection 

Thin film 

thickness 

Effective 

air gap 

AGMD 

module 

inclination 

45 

2.70 

3.13 

0.36 

1.07 1.43 

135 3.06 0.74 1.10 

The simulation also showed low effect of plate thickness on thermal 

conductivity of condensation plate, which may indicate the benefit of using a thinner 

condensation plate in favor for one that is beyond 0.5mm thick. Mathematically, an 

increase of condensation plate thickness from 0.2mm to 0.5mm yielded a reduction of 5% 

in flux as per Figure 4.24. An increase from 0.5mm to 1mm condensation plate thickness 

only yielded a reduction of 0.6% in flux. Therefore, mathematically a thinner plate is very 
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Figure 4.24 condensation plate thickness effect on flux as per simulated data. 
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much advised. However, the added benefit of a reduced air gap outweighs the benefit of an 

increase in thickness as seen in the embossed condensation plate data in part B. an 

optimization study should be done to pinpoint the best combination. A general rule of 

thumb, with very small air gap, smaller than 1mm, plate thickness will play a very big role 

as vapor mass transfer is not heavily affected by the air gap any more confirming the results 

by Warsinger et al.[12, 110-112]. 

The simulated graph shown in Figure 4.25, representing flux results for 

different condensation plate material supports the argument previously stated for no added 

benefit of utilizing a more thermally conductive material. Since the modeling is 2-

dimensional and does not take condensation into account, modeling a thinner air gap will 

not show noticeable difference in results. 
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Figure 4.25 Simulated flux data when suing different condensation plate material. 
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The last simulated graph is interesting, as we have calculated the whole 

possible flux data given a maximum feed temperature of 90C and a minimum coolant 

temperature of 10C. this graph may serve as reference point for AGMD studies where a 

single parameter is limited. i.e. if the temperature difference is required 10C, then the 

minimum flux and maximum flux are 0.35 and 4.64 LMH respectively. Dividing the 

resulting difference between the maximum and minimum flux by 7 with a representative 

flux step. This step correspond to an approximate increase of flux for an increase of 10C 

in coolant and feed temperatures going up to the top line or a decrease going down.  The 

difference of flux is 4.29LMH, dividing this by 7 gives a flux step of 0.61LMH. So, every 

step up from the minimum flux corresponds to an increase of 10C. At one step up flux is 

calculated to be 0.96 LMH at 20C coolant and 30C feed. Another step up corresponds to 

1.57LMH at 30C coolant and 40C feed. For our range of 70C coolant and 80C feed, 

the flux calculated is 4.01LMH. It does not correspond to the reported values because all 

simulation presumed an air gap of 4.5mm. Air gap width correction could take place to 

compensate the flux values.  
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From this part we may conclude that the 2-dimensional model confirms 

results and that the experimental procedure and data processing were done to an acceptable 

degree of confidence. Comparing the estimated data from simulation also agreed with the 

observed data concluding representative simulation procedure. We can also conclude the 

formation of a representative chart for all expected approximate flux results in AGMD at 

4.5mm gap which may be corrected for different air gap widths. 

4.4. Novel thermocouple Membrane distillation 

The first thing step carried out to understand the novel module was to 

perform dry runs to measure thermocouple heating capabilities. The design of the apparatus 

helped run the experiment as if each unit is separate, i.e. inlets and outlets are fitted with 

quick connect fittings and each thermocouple’s chords are separate. Therefore one sub-
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Figure 4.26 Range of all flux data for a minimum of 10C coolant and maximum of 90C feed at 10C difference of 

temperature and 4.5mm air gap. 
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module was fitted with feed line and a temperature sensor was used in the outlet. Feed was 

in a tank at room temperature measured at 21.45C, any change from that is considered 

successful heating. Table 4.13 below shows the results from the mentioned dry runs from 

1 to 12 volts, the maximum voltage recommended by the supplier: 

Table 4.13 Dry run analysis of passing water on thermocouple feed (hot) side. 

Voltage applied 

(V) 

Energy 

(W) 
Current (A) 

Temperature of 

Water (C) 

1 0.23 0.23 21.78 

2 0.96 0.48 22.24 

3 2.24 0.76 23.21 

4 4.11 1.03 24.64 

5 6.44 1.29 26.2 

6 9.22 1.54 27.75 

7 12.28 1.76 30.15 

8 16.04 2.01 33.6 

9 19.58 2.2 37.42 

10 24.05 2.41 41.9 

11 28.0 2.55 45.5 

12 32.83 2.74 48.45 

From the table above, the thermocouple’s heat transfer efficiency was 

calculated utilizing the simple specific heat equation: 

𝑄 = �̇�𝐶𝑝∆𝑇    Equation 4.1 

Where 𝑄 is the energy required, �̇� is the mass flow rate in seconds, 𝐶𝑝 is 

the specific heat capacity of water at 4.2
𝑘𝐽

𝐾𝑔∗𝐶
, and ∆𝑇 is the change of temperature. 
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Table 4.14 Heat transfer efficiency of thermocouple MD sub-module dry run. 

Voltage 

applied (V) 

Energy 

(w/hr) Temperature of 

Water (C) 

Heat transfer 

efficiency* 

Actual 
Required 

(calculated) 

2 0.96 0.95 22.24 99.2% 

3 2.24 2.13 23.21 95.0% 

4 4.11 3.80 24.64 92.4% 

5 6.44 5.61 26.2 87.2% 

6 9.22 7.39 27.75 80.6% 

7 12.28 9.90 30.15 81.4% 

8 16.04 13.05 33.6 81.8% 

9 19.58 16.61 37.42 84.9% 

10 24.05 20.19 41.9 83.9% 

11 28.0 22.87 45.5 81.7% 

12 32.83 26.52 48.45 80.87% 

*calculated as follows  = (
𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝑄𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙
) %  

It is apparent that at low heat transfer, the efficiency in the module increases. 

This is good to note, however, the temperature variance is too low to show tangible results. 

Moreover, the low membrane surface area in the module (about 0.0011m2), indicate very 

low flux predictions. A better approach for the experiment, is by conducting it at a varying 

range of applied voltage to give a general understanding of the novel process at hand. In 

concept, even at relatively low temperatures, the cold side of the thermocouple may help 

create the temperature difference required to gain measurable flux. A median volt of 5V 

was chosen to run the first experiment and then move to other voltages based on the 

resulting flux. At 5V the resulting flux was very low, therefore, applied voltages will 
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increase and not decrease from this point to a maximum of 12V as recommended by the 

supplier. Results are shown in Figure 4.27. 
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Figure 4.27 Flux data for thermocouple MD at 5,8,10, and 12V.  
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 After observing the flux results at 5V, it was decided to go up in voltage 

applied to get back measurable flux data to be compared as shown above in Figure 4.27 

and Figure 4.28. To observe the mathematical trend line and predict flux at any given 

voltage applied, the graph of flux vs. applied voltage must be plot and mathematical trend 

line calculated. As seen Figure 4.28, the best trend was found to be exponential. The 

recorded flux results were at an extreme degree of agreement with the calculated line as 

can be seen above. Calculating the heat transfer efficiency of the system using the specific 

heat capacity equation annotated above in equation 4.1 and calculating the energy required 

for evaporation using the following formula  

𝑄𝑣 = �̇�∆𝐻𝑣 = 𝐽𝐴∆𝐻𝑣   Equation 4.2 

Where �̇� is the mass flow rate, ∆𝐻𝑣 is the latent heat of vaporization, 𝐽 is 

the flux, and 𝐴 is the membrane area. 

Figure 4.28 Graph of flux vs. voltage applied showing the trend line and trend line formula. 
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Table 4.15 Thermal energy transfer within the thermocouple MD module. 

Voltage 

applied 

(V) 

Flux 

(LMH) 

Energy 

consumed by 

thermocouple 

(w/hr) 

Thermal energy 

(J/s) Heat 

energy 

efficiency* Vaporization 

(product) 
Waste 

(discharge) 
Total 

applied 

5 0.52 12.18 0.38 26.39 43.85 61.04% 

8 1.50 31.76 1.10 43.63 114.34 39.12% 

10 3.07 48.70 2.25 48.85 175.32 29.15% 

12 5.56 66.80 4.08 60.52 240.48 26.86% 

*cacluated as 𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 = (
𝑄

𝑣
+𝑄

𝑤

𝑄
𝑡

) % 

From Table 4.15 above, and in reference to the as used sketch Figure 3.21 

we can see the low thermal efficiency of the module even though heat transfer in dry runs 

was promising. As the voltage applied increase, so does the thermal energy applied, at 12V 

of the total energy applied energy only 27% is used to heat the feed, the rest is not 

accounted for. The same occurs at 10V, 8V and 5V but lower each time. We may attribute 

this loss of thermal energy to the energy of cooling that occurs at the other side of the same 

thermocouple due Peltier’s effect. As one side is heated the other is cooled, therefore, there 

must be conduction of heat from one side to the other. As the applied voltage increase, the 

temperature of the hot side further increase while the temperature of the cold side reduces. 

The extent of increase and reduction in such a setup is not accounted for and is not possible 

is an AGMD configuration with the reported low flux. To better observe this, increased 

flux may be attained by using the same module in a DCMD set up, so that the cooling effect 

may be observed, as well as any conduction of heat from the hot side to the cold side of the 

thermocouple or vice versa. Another possible reason for low heat transfer from the 

thermocouple to the feed, may be due to the surface material of the thermocouple. Even 
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though suppliers mention an Alumina (Al2O3) ceramic surface that has better thermal 

conductivity than stainless steel (30Wm-1K-1 compared to 16-24Wm-1K-1), its surface on 

the thermocouple is observed to be hydrophilic. The general degree of hydrophilicity is a 

function that can vary depending on the material processing [132]. Hydrophilicity, as 

discussed previously in 4.2, has a negative effect on thermal conduction at low flux, 

therefore a specially made neutral or slightly hydrophobic and highly conductive 

thermocouple surface could show increased thermal efficiencies within the system. 

Increasing efficiency is also possible with the AGMD configuration in a parallel 

thermocouple sub-module configuration. The first thermocouple in the series could be 

operated at a high voltage 12V for example, and the subsequent ones at lower voltage of 

5V for example. Referring to the reported data above, it is possible to increase thermal 

efficiency to more than 50% at a flux higher than the mean of both fluxes due to the 

increased inlet feed temperature in the second and subsequent thermocouple sub-module. 

When using a DCMD or an AGMD configuration, elongation of the membrane past the 

thermocouple may help utilize the heat energy transferred to both feed and permeate from 

the thermocouple. The elongation increases membrane surface area in contact with the 

already heated and cooled feed and permeate respectively. Another possible use to 

overcome low thermal efficiency, is to utilize the cooling aspect of the thermocouple, 

where it could be applied in thermal desalination plant discharge streams. There, the 

thermocouple module operated at a low applied voltage could utilize the high heat of the 

discharge to get a temperature difference sufficient to gain adequate flux. 
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Looking at the results of the process reported in Figure 4.27, Figure 4.31 

and Figure 4.32, in theory, we could predict the flux outcome at a higher applied voltage, 

then calculate the possible efficiency at a respective applied voltage to confirm 

observations above. 
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Figure 4.29 Graph of power consumption vs. voltage applied showing the trend line and trend line formula. 
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Figure 4.30 Graph of feed temperature increase vs. voltage applied showing the trend line and trend line formula. 
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Figure 4.31 Graph of dry run power consumption vs. voltage applied showing the trend line and trend line formula. 
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Table 4.16 Predicted thermal energy transfer within the thermocouple MD module from calculated trend lines. 

Voltage 

applied 

(V) 

Flux 

(LMH) 

Energy 

consumed by 

thermocouple 

(w/hr) 

Thermal energy 

(J/s) Heat 

energy 

efficiency* Vaporization 

(product) 
Waste 

(discharge) 
Total 

applied 

14 8.94 67.42 6.56 71.29 242.71 32.08% 

16 17.11 77.05 12.55 81.48 277.38 33.90% 

18 32.75 86.68 24.02 91.66 312.05 37.07% 

The above observed results contradict the prediction that increasing applied 

voltage will result in lower efficiencies. This occurred because of the exponential trend line 

observed between flux and applied voltage. In addition to the uncalculated temperature loss 

through conduction from the cold side and deviation observed in Figure 4.29 both may 

result in the predicted outcome. However only further experimentation can answer this. 
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Figure 4.32 Graph of dry run feed temperature increase vs. voltage applied showing the trend line and trend line 

formula. 
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For the sake of argument, the same table above was reproduced using a linear trend line 

for flux vs applied voltage as seen below. 

Table 4.17 Predicted thermal energy transfer within the thermocouple MD module from linear flux trend line and other 

calculated trend lines. 

Voltage 

applied 

(V) 

Flux 

(LMH) 

Energy 

consumed by 

thermocouple 

(w/hr) 

Thermal energy 

(J/s) Heat 

energy 

efficiency* Vaporization 

(product) 
Waste 

(discharge) 
Total 

applied 

14 4.68 67.42 3.44 71.29 242.71 30.79% 

16 5.35 77.05 3.93 81.48 277.38 30.79% 

18 6.02 86.68 4.42 91.66 312.05 30.79% 

The predicted data gathered here agrees more with the conclusion, 

especially as the voltage applied increases past the reported data. Efficiency decrease is not 
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Figure 4.33 Graph of flux vs. voltage applied showing the linear trend line and trend line formula. 
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observed here due to deviation of the power consumption vs applied voltage data points in 

Figure 4.29. 

Concluding this section, we do confirm the proposed novel concept for 

membrane distillation as a standalone system and as an energy recovery process. Process 

thermal efficiencies are low, due to preliminary design, however, room for improvement 

is present and probabilities are very promising.  
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5. Conclusion and recommendations 

5.1. Conclusion 

The work presented here examined the condensation plate of an air gap 

membrane distillation module where modifications were made both of morphological and 

surface characteristics aspect. A wide range of modification and modification 

combinations were experimented with to test a full spectrum of possibilities and possible 

combinations. AGMD module inclination angles of 45, 90, and 135, along with feed-

coolant temperature combination of 80C-70C, 70C-60C, and 60C-50C on non-

coated, hydrophilic, hydrophobic and superhydrophobic condensation plates that were 

plain, sand-blasted, embossed, embossed-debossed, had two different combination of 

triangles, and had two different combinations of half-circles, were tested to better observe, 

understand, and identify the best combination. A 2-dimensional mathematical simulation 

of the process was then used to confirm the results and calculate some observed parameters 

directly affecting the air gap width and flux like condensate thin film thickness, membrane 

deflection, and equivalent plate thickness. The last part was a proof of concept of the novel 

idea of utilizing a thermocouple as a direct heat source for AGMD and MD processes, 

along with some mathematical prediction and calculation of the proposed system. 

In conclusion we have found the following: 

a. For AGMD, a hydrophilic condensation plate is more favorable 

when the air gap is large enough to act as the limiting factor. 

Hydrophobic coatings do not add value to such a wide air gap unlike 
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what has been hypothesized. However, for a smaller air gap it may 

have a much higher positive effect on flux.  

b. There are two main factors affecting surface morphology, surface 

area and surface shape. As the surface area increase so does the 

attained flux as long as there is no condensate film covering the 

added surface area. Shape on the other hand, has a very interesting 

added benefit when pointed tips are preset. They create local 

turbulence which increased water vapor collection, similarly to the 

reported phenomenon on cacti needles. However, this is dominant 

with low flux and reduce in prominence as water vapor flux 

increase.  

c. The simulation and modeled process confirms the conclusions 

above and gave insight and mathematical representation to estimate 

condensate thin film thickness as well as membrane deflection and 

added value of equivalent plate thickness due to morphological 

changes on the condensation plate’s surface. We were also able to 

produce a graph of all possible flux results for an AGMD setup 

given a maximum feed temperature or 90C and minimum coolant 

temperature of 10C/ 

d. We have also successfully tested and developed a novel approach to 

MD utilizing Peltier’s effect as a source of heating and cooling. 

Although in preliminary design stages, it delivers a reasonable flux 
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of 5.56LMH higher than attained by the conventional AGMD 

process as tested. 

5.2. Recommendations 

The first recommendation is to develop an AGMD module with a smaller 

air gap, and a method to control membrane deflection. Also the use of a transparent 

condensation plate may help in filming the condensation process to observe firsthand the 

process and better understand the reasons behind resulting flux. Extreme inclinations are 

interesting to see also, to compare extreme effects on both hydrophilic and hydrophobic 

surfaces. As was discussed earlier, there is an air gap width where hydrophobicity becomes 

more beneficial then hydrophilicity, as such multiple air gaps should be tested to identify 

the pattern and optimize the AGMD process.  

The 2-dimensional model has been confirmed by the attained results, and 

thus it is recommended to pursue the 3-dimentioanl representation of the condensation 

process. This proposed model will surely help identify and confirm the theories suggested 

by scholars and may be the key to optimize the AGMD process to be widely accepted and 

used as it is a process with great potential and untapped capabilities. 

Lastly, with the novel thermocouple based MD, it is recommended to look 

at thermal efficacies and develop the module from that point of view now that the concept 

is viable and productive. An increase of the membrane surface area beyond the 

thermocouple may aid in increased energy utilization. Using the same module as a DCMD 

is also another possibility where it may be very promising. A configuration where the first 

thermocouple delivers process driving heat and subsequent ones operate at low voltage to 
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deliver only cooling for condensation may also reduce excess power consumption. The use 

of a more permeable membrane sufficient for potable water use may also increase thermal 

efficiency and flux. Lastly, thermocouple based MD has great potential for waste energy 

recovery, like in the outfall or discharge of thermal desalination plants where the discharge 

is around +40C. Thermocouple here may be operated at very low voltages of 1-2V to 

deliver only cooling to drive the process by the difference of already wasted hot discharge. 
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